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Arrests Made

TengHsiaoping,
Carter Beginning
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By ROBERT B. CULLEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter welcomed Vice Premier Teng
asiao-ping to the White House today
with the promise of "a common journey" as they began talks on bolstering
the new relationship between the
United States and China.
"On behalf of the people of my
country, I welcome you, Mr. Vice
Premier," Carter said under windy,
overcast skies during the ceremony on
the White House South Lawn, which
was twice disrupted by anti-Teng
demonstrators.
"Today we take another step in the
historic normalization of relations. We
share in the hope which springs from
reconciliation and the anticipation of a
common journey," the president said.
Teng, reading his speech in Chinese,
responded that "We share the sense of
being on an historic mission. Sino-U.S.
relations are at a new beginning and the
world is at a new turning point.".
Teng warned that "the factors
making for war are visibly growing" in
the world. He and Carter both enpressed hope that normal relations
between their two countries would help
preserve world peace.
The ceremonies were disrupted
twice, first by a woman protester who
began screaming at Teng, "Teng
Hsiao-ping, you are a murderer or a
traitor!" She was dragged away by
police.

Moments later, a man standing
among the reporters, 15 feet in front of
the president and Teng, shouted
"Traitor!"Down
with
Teng
Hsiaoping!" and "You cannot make
this a garden party!"
Three security agents arrested him
and pulled him away from the press
stand.
The two were identified as Keith
Kozimoto, 28, and Sonia J. Ransom, 26.
There was no immediate indication of
their political affiliation.
Carter and his wife, Rosalyrui, met
Teng and his wife, Cho Lin, at the White
House South Portico at 10 a.m. to a
fanfare of Army trumpets.
Carter, his aides said, planned to be
slow and methodical in six hours of
talks scheduled with the 74-year-old
Teng, recognizing differences that
inevitably will exist between a
capitalist society and a Marxist nation,
between a technologically advanced
society and one lagging behind in such
areas.
The president will cotLcentrate on
.ssue likely ,to produe,aements
furthering American security and
economic interests While helping China
achieve Teng's goal of becoming a
modern, industrialized society by the
21st Century.
As Teng and Carter met, the
See CHINESE LEADER,
Page 12, Column 5

Dark-Fired Leaf
Sales Postponed
Dark-fired tobacco sales here are
postponed a week, in the latest phase of
grower discontent over low leaf prices.
Sales are halted throughout the
western and eastern district of the belt,
tobacco officials say.
But, warehousemen here told The
Murray Ledger & Times that some
growers are urging them to begin sales
again, possibly next Monday.
Area dark-fired tobacco growers
were urged Friday during a Mayfield
meeting to work to keep warehouses
closed for a week while a group of
Western Kentucky and Tennessee
growers go to Washington in an effort to
get government support prices raised
for the crop.
Holmes Ellis, general manager of
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association of Murray, an organization
that administers the federal price
support in this district, said when sales
start here again will depend largely on
when sales start in the eastern district
(tobacco producing counties of Kentucky and Tennessee east of the Tennessee River).
"Cold weather is in our favor. That
will help minimize the loss. But if it gets
warmer, that will hurt," Ellis said.
Ellis said it is the consensus of
warehousemen "not to resume sales
until they're resumed at all markets."
He added,"There's some discussion of
sales starting early next week,
although I've heard some indications
they might be earlier."
Pete Waldrop with Growers Loose
said
Murray
Leaf Floor
in
today,"We're doing our best to please
the majority of tobacco growers. We
definikely plan to sell next week.. .Each
day we postpone this gives tobacco
another chance to spoil. Real warm
weather now would spoil some of it."
Cecil Farris, with Farris Loose Leaf
Floor in Murray, said,"I can't see how
holding this will help this year's crop.
They're going to have to try and help
next year's."
Both Waldrop and Farris said they
have talked to a number of growers who
want to'sell. "Eighty percent of those I
talked to would like to sell this week,"
Farris said.
Both floors continue to receive
tobacco but indicate the local floors are
beginning to fill up.
park-fired, tobacco' sales have
sputtered since opening day here when
growers ef ected what they felt were
low prices. Although some top leaf sold
at $150 per hundredweight, growers
were dissatisfied with overall averages
and prices for lower grades.. Forrest Burchard of Graves County,

a member of American Agriculture
Movement, told a group Friday, "One
more week is not going to hurt the
tobacco that is already on the floor. But
waiting longer than that might cause it
to start to damage. So I don't think
there is any chance of an extended
boycott."
Burchard indicated the grower
delegation, which in addition to Bur,
chard and Kelly, includes two Christian
County farmers an two .Terumessee
growers
and
a
Hopkinsville
warehouseman, will meet today with
U.S. Senators Walter "Dee" Huddieston and Wendell Ford and Tennessee Senators Howard Baker and
James Sasser. Tuesday the group is
expected to meet with U.S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard and Tennnessee Representatives Ed Jones and Robin Beard.
He said the . group plans to discuss
three topics with the lawmakers —
raising support prices on dark-fired
tobacco, trying to get tobacco imports
cut, and attempting to get current
tobacco acreage allotments cut.
Most dark-fired tobacco officials
agree problems this year stem from
oversupply. Ellis said the estimated 50million pound crop this year faces an
estimated 35-million pound use.
Ellis said growers have put across
their message of dissatisfaction with
low prices to major tobacco companies.
he indicated that if sales start soon,
growers would get a higher price for
their best leaf. However, he said he
didn't see much hope for higher prices
on lower grades. A delay in sales would
result in growers getting less because
of damage to tobacco on the floors, Ellis
said.

In Hospital
Theft Case
Two persons, one adult and one
juvenile, have been arrested in connection with the theft of four ladies'
wallets at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The adult has been identified by
Calloway County Attorney Max Parker
as Dewayne Musgrow of Calloway
County. The juvenile is also a county
resident, Parker said.
Parker said the alleged theft in• volving the taking of four wallets froth
the nurses' lounge at the hospital.
Other burglaries reported to local
authorities include the theft of four
chrome rims stolen from Embassy
Apartments between 2 a.m. and 12 p.m
Saturday.
Also reported stolen over the
weekend was a chopping ax taken from
the home of Bill Barker at 900 Main St.
at 5:30 p.m. Sunday. The ax was valued
at $20.

AT SCOUT MEET — Ed Chrismaa, current president of Four Rivers Boy Scout Connell, which comprises counties in
Western Kentucky and southern Ifflisiois, talks to a group of local Advance Gift Boy Scout fund raisers during a meeting
early today. He is flanked (from left) by Dr. Jim Byrn and Ed Shinners, co-chairmen of the Advance Gifts committee and
Larry Wright, chairman of the 1979fund drive in this county. The local organization has set a $10,000 goal for this year.

County School Board
Sets 5 A.M. Special

Local Boy Scouts Fund Raising
Session For Tuesday
Drive _Begins* Set $ 104_000 Goa.1-4.....,,,,.;--Tuesday

The Calloway County Board of
Education will meet in special session
morning .at the Holiday -inn
restaurant.
Scheduled on the agenda for the 5:30
a.m. session is an executive (closed)
meeting for discussion of personnel to
fill the staff of the new middle school.
Following the executive session, the
board is expected to elect personnel for
the middle school.

.

"Scouting is on the move in Western
Kentucky."
With those words, H. Ed Chrisman,of
Murray, current president of Four
Rivers Scout Council, helped kick off
the 1979 Boy Scouts of America fund
raising drive here. The' local
organization has a $10,000 fund drive
goal.
A group of local businessmen and
community leaders met early today at
Holiday Inn in Murray to outline goals
for the Advance Gift phase of the drive.
That phase begins this week, according
to Ed Shinners, who along with Dr. Jim
Byrn, is co-chairman of the Advance
Gifts drive locally.
Larry Wright is overall fund drive
chairman for 1979.
Advance Gifts committee members
include Walter Apperson, Chrisman,
Joe Dick, James Overby, Forrest
Priddy, Dr. David Roos, Wafford
Sautel, Gene Schanbacher, Chuck
Wynn, Paul Kiesow, Charles Walston,
Gary Haverstock,Gene Smith, Groover
Parker, Ron Churchill and Rex
Galloway. Charles Clark is district
executive with Four Rivers Council of

Boy Scouts of Ameriia.
Harold Doran will head up the
Advance-Major gifts phase of the ongoing drive, while Dr. Richard Butwell
will coordinate fund raising efforts on
the Murray State campus, it was announced today.
With the Advance Gifts drive running
throughout this week, the general drive
for Boy Scouts funds will begin Feb. 5
and end Feb. 19, Shinners said.
Clark told the men that membership
in the Four Rivers Council, which
comprises eight counties in Western
Kentucky and two in Southern Illinios,
grew in 1978, with a 15 percent increase
in the number of Scouting packs, troops
and explorer posts.
Chrisman noted that contributors can
specify what project of the overall Four
Rivers program they want their money
used in.
"Scouting is not all serious, it's fun,
it's rewarding," Chrisman told the
men.
He told the group the council has a
camp (the summer camp located in
Marshall County on Kentucky Lake)

Nelson A. Rockefeller
Is Buried In New York
TARRYTOWN, N.Y. (AP) - The
body of Nelson A. Rockefeller has been
cremated and burial was planned today
following a simple memorial service
limited to family members and close
friends.
The former vice president and fourtime New York governor, who died of a
heart attack Friday night, was
cremated Sunday at the Ferncliff
Crematory near the family's 250-acre
Pocantico Hills estate.
A public service, at which national
and international leaders are expected
to pay tribute to the best known of the
five Rockefeller brothers, will be held
Friday at Riverside Church, a huge
edifice built largely with Rockefeller
money.
Among family members who
gathered at Pocantico Hills Sunday to
console
Rockefeller's
widow,
Margaretta "Happy" Rockefeller, and
their children were the two remaining
sons of John D. Rockefeller Jr. —
David, chairman of the Chase
'Manhattan Bank, and Laurance.

conservationist and financier.
A fourth brother, John D. Rockefeller
III, died in an auto accident last July,
and a fifth, Winthrop, former governor
.of Arkansas, died of cancer in 1973. The
only sister, Abby Rockefeller Mauze,
died of cancer several years ago.
Meanwhile, Rockefeller family
spokesmen sought to clarify the circumstances, time and location of
Rockefeller's death.
Morrow, a
Hugh
longtime
Rockefeller press .aide, originally
disclosed the former governor died in
his Rockefeller Center offices, but later
said he, Morrow, had misunderstood
the information first given to him.
He said Saturday that Rockefeller
suffered the attack while working on an
art book in his private offices at 13 W.
54th St.
Morrow had said only a security
guard and a chauffeur were with
Rockefeller when he collapsed. But
Morrow
and
family
another
See ROCKEFELLER,
Page II, Column 7

"you can be proud of." He said
leadership in the program continues to
develop.
Chrisman said the Four Rivers
Council has adopted a $106,000 budget
for 1979. "For the first time in years,
your council is in good financial condition," Chrisman said.
Chrisman noted the local fund drive
goal has been reached and surpassed
the last seven years.
Events throughout the Four Rivers
Council slated this year include:
— Some 250-300 Scouts are expected
to attend summer camp.
— During July 8-21 several older
Scouts will attend the Charles L.
Sommers Wilderness Canoe Base in
Ely, Minnesota.
— Cub Scout day camps will be
conducted in Paducah and in Murray
for some 200 Cub Scouts.
— The Annual Klondike Derby and
the Fall Camporee will provide a wellrounded program for Scout age boys.
— The Cub olympics, Cub leaders'
pow-wow, junior leaders' training,
Order of the Arrow and other Scouting
events will also take place for.

State Faces
Prospect Of
Sunshine Today
By The Associated Press
Kentuckians faced the prospect of
sunshine today after a snowy weekend
which brought accumulations of up to
four inches.
State police said Sunday that the
state's major roads were in fair condition while secondary highways
remained snow-covered in many areas,
prompting a number of school districts
to cancel classes today.
There were no major traffic jams
Sunday and no weather-related
fatalities

today's index
One Seed= —12Pages

A portion of Interstate 75 in Scott
County was closed briefly Sunday afternoon, but was reopened after trucks
spread salt on the slick road surface.
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The National Weather Service
predicted sunshine today, but mentioned a threat of snow for Tuesday's
forecast.
Sunday's weather was characterized
by gray skies, wind and cold temperatures with scattered snow flurries
— especially over the eastern portions
of the state.

partly

High temperatures ranged from the
mid 20s to around 30 as a ridge of high
pressure was expected to bring clear
skies to the state

cloudy
Becoming partly cloudy
tonight. Lows from the upper
teens to low 20s. Increasing
cloudiness Tuesday with light
snow beginning by midmorning.
Highs in the low to mid 30s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls for
generally clear and cold conditions Wednesday and Thursday.

•

The clearing was forecast to begin in
the west Sunday night and continue
moving slowly eastward through today,
accompanied by highs in the low 30s.
But another storm system taking
shape over the far west could bring a
variety of precipitation over the
southern and central plains, the
weather service said, adding that there
is a chance some of the precipitation
will reach Kentucky late Tuesday.

Legislation To Limit Property Tax Increases

Tax Bill To Be Readied As Legislature Seeks To Adjourn
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Legislation to limit property tax increases will be hammered into final
shape this week and readied for
passage as the House and Senate strive
to tie up loose ends and adjourn the
special session of the Kentucky
Legislature.
The consensus in both chambers
appears to be that the Legislature will
wind up this week in excellent shape to
adjourn by the middle of next week
Legislative leaders say they don't
antieipateany major stumbling blocks, w ith two possible exceptions:

legislation to limit property taxes, and
how to balance the budget after tax
cuts.
The House favors limiting annual
property tax increases to 4 percent or
an even lower rate, while the sentiment
in the Senate is to allow a 5 percent or
higher.lid. How much of an obstacle the
difference will be depends on how inflexible the lawmakers are.
The measure is virtually certain to
pass, since there is general approval of
the concept, but a compromise
probably will have to be worked out to
a conference committee.
.The House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee was scheduled to

meet at noon today to finish work on the
property tax legislation and send it to
the floor for a vote.
Then the committee will turn its
attention to balancing the state budget.
In its search for funds to offset the
effect of tax cuts, the committee has
taken the approach that the most
responsible way is to trim agency
programs.
However, the Senate has taken the
opposite position — that agency
programs don't need to be cut and that
tax cuts can be financed from surplus
funds.
The Hour and Senate are likely to
collide over the issue this week.

The General Assembly already has
finished one of the major items on the
special session agenda -- removal of
the 5 cent sales tax on residential
utilities. All that remains is for the
House bill to be ratified by the Senate —
.a formality.
Legislation to reduce traffic fines and
court courts should also move rapidly
this week after clearing House and
Senate committees last week. The bills
contain some differences, but each
would reduce fines by $5andTourrcosts
by $7.50.
A bill to assist small coal companies
in complying with federal drip-mine
requirements shoould also sail through

the House this week. It should encounter no problems in the Senate.
The Senate is sure to enact legislation
giving the Legislature more control
over date funds used to construct
public buildings.
Numerous other bills will receive
committee approval this week, placing
them in line for passage. Legislative
leaders said any bill that makes it out of
committee this week stands an excellent chance of passage before ad-Aciurnment.
It is possible that not all the items or
the agenda will be considered. Tht
administration is not pushing its bills
the way it has in past sessions.
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mine. COM MUNITY
CAT ENEIAR
Monday,January 29
Murray Pre-School Co-op
will meet in the pre-school
room at 7 p.m. A special film
on "What Do You Think" will
be shown.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets,
Murray. This is open to all
persons with any emotional or
nervous problems. For information call Need Line 7536333.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church, 15th and
Main Streets, Murray, at 7:15
p.m. For information call 7591792 or 753-9261.
Murray State Men's Racer
Basketball Team will meet
Tennessee Tech in a game at
7:30 p.m. at the MSU
Fieldhouse. The Murray Lady
_ tUSers wiUmeet____the_
University of Louisvilleat 5:15
p.m.
League of Women Voters
will meet at 8 p.m. at the
Murray City Hall.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church at
7:30 p.m. Dr. Vernon Gantt of
the Speech and Hearing
Department, Murray State
University, will speak on
"Words Are Meaningless."
This is open to all single adults
over 18 years of age.

Wednesday,January 31
United Campus Ministry
luncheon will be at 12:30 p.m.
in the Ordway Hall conference
room.
Murray State Women will
play Morehead in a basketball
game at the Murray State
Sports Arena at 7 p.m.
Admission is free.
Thursday,February 1
Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
1:30 p.m. at the rectory.
Knights of Columbus of St.
Leo's Catholic Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Gleason
Hall. This will be a council
meeting and all new members
are especially invited.
Garden Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the club
house with Dr. Durwood
Beatty as speaker.
Brea-1.70r- World meeting
will be held at the First
Christian Church at 7:30 p.m.
Special luncheon Wiltbe at
the Calloway County Public
Library at 12 noon with the
program to be on "Spoon
River Anthology." Reservations for the luncheon may
be made through Jan. 31.
Thursday,February 1
Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled to Meet
at the lodge hall, North 16th
Street, at 8 p.m.

Tuesday,January 30
Dexter Senior Citizens are
scheduled to meet at 10 a.m. at
the ,Dexter Community

Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-formation call 753-0929.
Murray TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Health Center, North 7th and
Olive Streets, at 7 p.m.
Wednesday,January 31
Village Homemakers Club
will meeet at the home of
Wanda Moseley at 9 a.m.
Estate Planning Seminar,
sponsored by Calloway
Extension Service, will be
held from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center. This is
open to the public.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.

-OfInterest'To

The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly and
for the "Meals On Wheels"for
the week of Jan. 29 to Feb. 2 at
the Douglas Community
Center have been 'released by
Jerry L. Wells, dietitiannutritionist, and Wilma
Wilson,site manager.
For reservations, persons
may eall 753-8938. The menus
are as follows:
Monday-meatloaf, mashed
potatoes, tomatoes, hot roll,
margarine, applesauce cake,
milk.
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tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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1010 Chestnut

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
The
Department
of
Agriculture is trying again to
restrict the sale of certain
foods in the nation's schools,
Exhibits in ceramics by
and this time the government
Jack Goodwin, Roanoke, Va.,
is asking the public for help
and in graphic design by Tony
before, not after, drafting a
Beard, Louisville, will be on
proposed regulation.
display at the Clara M. Eagle
The first of three scheduled
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
hearings on the subject of soMurray State, through Feb. 7.
called "junk food" will take
place Tuesday in Nashville,
Tenn. Further hearings are
Calloway County Library
set for Feb. 6 in Detroit and
Board of Trustees are
Feb. 13 in Seattle.
scheduled to meet at 5:30 p.m.
Last April, the USDA
at the library.
proposed banning the sale of
candy, soda, frozen desserts
Ellis Center will be open
and chewing gum in schools
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
until after the final meal of the
activities by the Murray
day. The proposal drew more
Senior Citizens. For inthan 2,100 comments.
formation persons may call
Most of the comments were
753-0929.
favorable, but, said Assistant
Secretary Carol Tucker
Xi Alpha Delta ChaPki.-61
Foreman,
they
raised
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
"significant issues which
to meet at the Ellis Center at
deserve additional public
scrutiny." The department
withdrew its proposal tind
Life and Learning course on
announced it was starting all
Beginning Marathon Running
over again.
with Dr. Adam Lanning as
Mr. and Mrs. Osro Butterworth
The hearings involve food
instructor will begin at the
Mr. and Mrs. Osro Butterworth, Butterworth Road,
sold in the 90 percent of
Carr Health Building, Murray
Murray Route One, will celebrate their golden wedding
America's schools which
State University.
anniversary on Sunday,Feb. 4.
participate in the National
A reception in . honor of the couple will be held at the
School Lunch Program. In
Murray State will play a
Room of the North Branch of the Peoples Bank
Community
with
order to receive federal funds,
game
basketball
from 2 to 4 p.m. All friends and relatives are invited to atthe schools must offer soLouisiana Tech at 7:30 p.m. at
tend. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
called Type A meals, inthe MSU Fieldhouse.
Mr. and Mrs. Butterworth were married Feb. 2, 1929, in
cluding minimum quantities
Toledo, Ohio, with their only attendant being Hoyt Swift. At
of specific food components.
that time they were both employed in Detroit, Mich., but
Schools may sell other items
resided
on
moved 1)agic to Calloway County in 1930 and have
— officially known as
their farm home here since that time. •
"competitive foods." The
Mrs. Butterworth, the former Estelle Farmer, is the
revenue from the sale of these
daughter of the late Homer Farmer and Chlora Harris
foods often is used for sports
.•,_
F-arrtier. Mr. Butterworth is the son of the-late Luther Butequipment, scholarships or
terworth and Hermie Lawrence Butterworth. They attend
extrac,arricular activities.
the Williams Chapel Church of Christ.
A number of those comand
Pat
of
The couple has three sons who are Jimmy
menting on the original USDA
Murray Route 1 and Jackie of Murray Route 7; and five
plan expressed concern about
daughters who are Mrs. Bill !Lyda Sue) McMillen and Mrs.
the loss of money that would
Max Shirley) Morris of Murray, Mrs. Annette Wilson of
result from banning sales of
Tuesday-sliced turkey and Murray Route 7, Mrs. Bob tPeggy) Parrish of Dexter Route
some
items.
Candy
dressing, sweet potatoes, 1, and Mrs. Billy Dan (Joan) Orr of Murray Route 1.
manufacturers questioned the
greens, hot roll, fruit gelatin,
Mr.and Mrs. Butterworth have 24 grandchildren and seven
nutritional criteria used by the
margarine, milk.
great grandchildren. One grandson, Kenny Orr, is deceased.
department in drafting its
Wednesday-meatballs and
regulation.
spaghetti, corn, tossed salad,
In its initial proposal, the
hot roll, margarine, pineapple Murray
department zeroed in on four
pudding, milk.
categories of food, which, said
Thursday-sa'
ry steak,
the USDA, are relatively high
barbecue
baked beans,'
in sugar content, are usually
brussell sprouts, hot roll,
considered snack foods and
margarine,fresh apple, milk.
Members of the Murray tending were Messrs and are generally identified as not
Friday-hot brown, green
Club and their wives Mesdames McKenzie, James making a positive composition
Shrine
peas, cole slaw, hot roll,
the Holiday Inn on Armbruster, Norman Klapp, to children's diets. In trying to
at
met
margarine, applesauce and
evening, Jan. 20, for James C. Williams, Milton draft a new rule, officials are
Saturday
cookie, milk.
a buffet dinner. This was the Jones, Ralph Morris, Paul considering other types of
first social and dinner meeting Redden, Don Robinson, Roy standards to determine which
Folsom, Freed Cotham, foods should be restricted.
for the club this year.
Preceding the dinner, the Buford Hurt, Cliff Finney,
Among the alternatives:
invocation was given by the Allen Jones, Bub Stacey,
—A , food composition
Dunn,
Bobby Fike, Woodrow
Rev. Henry McKenzie.
standard based on the levels of
Guests present were Mr. Jack Norwine, Jack Thom- ingredients such as sugar,
and Mrs. Ray Lafser and.Mrs. pson, James Kincannon, John salt, fat, etc. The USDA would
Assisting Mrs. Starks in the Rex Donelson.
L. Williams, Leroy Todd, and set maximum acceptable
program presentation were
Members and wives at- Morris Bilbrey.
component levels.
Lorene Owens, Ruth Warren,
Maxine Nance, Faye Orr, and
Hattie Lee Galloway.
-- Mary---itrirer—gave-the.
calendar of prayer reading the
scripture from Matthew 17:1-8
and the names of missionaries
having birthdays that day.
ST. GEORGE,Utah (AP)— aspirations. In April 1976, a Ron Schwary estimates the
At the business meeting Three years ago, Robert dummy of the fair-haired company will spend $10,000 to
conducted by Maxine Nance, Redford was burned in effigy actor — wearing a sign that $12,000 each day during the 45plans were made to furnish in nearby Kanab. Now he's an said "I'm a Star, I've Made plus days it's on location. The
the luncheon for the Baptist honorary member of the Elks My Money" — was .hanged cast and crew needed 96
Student Union on Feb. 13. Club.
rooms and meals, laundry,
and burned.
Mildred Crawford was elected
gasoline and drinks at the
citizens
had
said
man
One
The handsome movie star,
as Baptist Women's Director
Elks Club. They're all
to
torch
"pat
a
decided
to
to succeed Gladys Williamson who lives near Orem, Utah, at skunlunan Redford, a self- honorary members.
who , has moved to Dawson his Sundance ski resort, in- proclaimed voice of the
"I got involved, and now it's
Springs, and Linda Perrin was censed local folks when he hypocritical obstructionists." time to go back to what it is
elected to work in the Youth spoke out against a proposed They roasted hot dogs over the that I do," said Redford.
power project in nearby Kane
Department.
Meanwhile, there are still
coals.
County.
Ftanda Cunningham and
Now Redford, who starred hard feelings.
"For me it's the beginning
Maxine Nance served refresh-If he can do us some good,
with Paul Newman in "Butch
ments during the social hour of the end," Redford said on Cassidy and the Sundance we would welcome him for
to the eleven members CBS' "60 Minutes" program. Kid- and "The Sting", is that," said former Kane
present. Also present, not "I guess I just care too much making his first movie in two County engineer John Nelson.
previously Mentioned, were ... I just can't stand to see years. And the film is being "But I wouldn't welcome him
Vermel Key, Mary Belle something I think is so shot in St. George.
as a hero or give him the key
Jones, and Dorothy Brandon. valuable not preserved."
"The Electric Horseman" to the city.
The $3.5 billion, coal-fired is the story of an aging rodeo
"I think he did us
Kaiparowits project was in- cowboy who's exploited by a irreparable damage. But I
tended to produce electricity conglomerate to promote would welcome him to make
for Arizona and California breakfast cereal.
amends for some of the
HOSPITAL PATIENT
utilities,
but
damage he did."
enmanager
production
Film
Hal Chrysler of Murray vironmentalists succeeded in
Route 8 has been dismissed blocking it.
FAIRWAY FRIENDS
Baptist
Western
from
Many blamed Redford and
Hospital, Paducah.
some said he • had political

Nutrition Program Menus
For Week
Are Released
-

Tuesday Is Bargain Nite
At These Theatres
Seats $1.50

ntru 2/8

Sale Of Certain Foods At Nation's
Schools Discussed For Banning

Senior Citizens

Mary Kathryn Starks led
Murray State University the program on "Ethnics
USA" at the meeting of the
Lady Racers will meet the
Morehead State women's Olga Hampton Baptist Women
team in a basketball game.at of the Sinking Spring Church
MSU Fieldhouse at 7 p.m. --ht4
15,6
t Mer
at;
eI
chtutibr erenirig7
e
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Thursday, February 1
An invitational exhibition in
drawing, painting and 3dimensional will be on display
at the Clara M.Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State,, through Feb. 6. This is
free and open to the public.

Reception Planned
For Anniversary

Restricting Foods----

7:25
9:30

mama PICIIIIN

Closed Til Fri.

jraar•••Nii.P•••••
•e•

1

—A nutrient standard based
on vitamin, mineral and
protein content.
—A meal standard under
which a school would be
allowed to sell, on a competitive basis, any food served
as part of a regular lunch.
All the hearings will start at
9 a.m. The Nashville meeting
will be held at the University
of Tennessee Center, Room
358, 10th and Charlotte Ave.
The Detroit hearing will beim
the Robin C. Buerkei

Audftorium of the Henry Ford
Hospital, 2799 West Grand
Blvd. The Seattle hearing will
be in the board meeting room
of the Seattle Public School
District, 815 4th Ave. North. If
you have a comment, but
cannot attend one of the
hearings, write to Margaret
O'K. Glavin, director, school
programs division, Food ant'
Nutrition Service, U.S
Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C. 20250 before
Feb. 16.
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"Losing Hair?
Try This At No Risk"
HOUSTON, Texas—if
you don't suffer frvm
male pattern baldness,
you can now stop your
hair loss...and grow
more hair.
For ,ears "they said it
couldn t be done. But now a
firm of laboratory consultants
has developed a treatment for
both men and women, that is
not only stopping hair
loss...but is really growing
hair!
They don't even ask you to
take their word for it. They
invite you to try the treatment
for 32 days, at their risk, and
see for yourself!
Naturally, they would not
offer this opportunity unless
the treatment worked.
However, it is impossible to
help everyone.

The great, majority of
cases of excessive hair

male pattern baldness
and cannot be helped.

gl,••••

But, if you are not- already
slick bald, how can you be sure
what is actually causing your
hair loss? Even if baldnest
may seem tn.. "run in the
family,"itia certainly not proof
of the cause of YOUR hair loss.
- Hair loss caused by sebum can
also run in your family, and
many other conditions • oan
cause hair loss. If you wait
until you are slick bald and
your hair roots are dead, you
are beyond help. So, if you still
have any hair on top Of your
head, and would like to stop
your hair loss and grow more
hair...now is the time to do
something about it before it's
too late.
Loesch Laboratory Consultants, Inc., will supply you with
treatment for 32 days—at their
risk—if they believe the
treatment will help you. Just
send them the information
listed below. All inquiries are

fall and baldness are the
beginning and more answered- coTifidentailry,—by
fully developed stages of mail.
ADV.
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NO OBLIGATION COUPON
To:

Loesch Laboratory Consultants, Inc. Box 66001, 3311 West Main St.
Houston, Texas 77006

I am submitting the following information with the
understanding that it rVill be kept strictly confidential and that I
am under no obligation whatsoever.
Does your forehead become oily or greasy')
How soon after washing?'
Dry or.oily"
Do you have dandruff"Does your scalp itch?
When'
How long has your hair been thinning')
Does hair pull out easily on top of head"
What percentage of hair remains on top of head'
Any thin areas'
Where')
Where?
Any slick bald areas?
Attach any other information you feel may be helpful.
NAME
SEX
ADDRESS
STATE
CITY
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ANOTHER CABLE EXCLUSIVE
JUST FOR YOU!

Robert lid_ford Bumea In Effigy
Now Honored By The Town

E
4.
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Cable TV has added an exciting new channel—
WTCG from Atlanta! Now you can choose more
programs your family wants to watch
• Super movies—almost any time you're in the
mood for a movie Channel 17 has one—
including early bird flicks for night owls
• Exciting sports action—hundred of games—
every season you'll get more coverage from
Atlanta s professional teams—especially
Braves Baseball—all home games and
selected away games!

Don t miss this great channel—found the clock

Special Sirloin Steak Meal
Includes: Small
Sizzlin Sirloin
Steak, salad,
drink, potato,
toast.
STOCKADE

Murray
Cablevision Co.

Beet
Bel- Air Center

All-American

FOP THE COURSE for Arnold Palmer to be best friends w,th
.461141filitOcktoginfit Mira of Dimes National Poster Child. Palmer Is
National Chairmen of the voluntary health agency, which supports programs for birth defects prevention Melanie,8,of Lancaster, Tex , has open
spine Each year some quarter-million infants are born with birth defects

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray,KY 42071
753-5005
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• The most popular family shows ever—
something for everyone

WATCH WTCG ON CABLE CHANNEL 4!
Atlanta, Channel 17, comes to you at no
additional cost. This is another cablevision
effort to increase your television viewing
pleasure and will be a part of your basic
service.
And that's not all folks, check
cablevision, Channel 11, for unannounced
Madison Square Garden evening sports
programs.
Call

Ituesday special
*2.59
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Chesley Beach Is
Honored On 98th
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Chesley Beach of Kirksey celebrated his 98th birthday with
a party given by members of his family and friends ss
Saturday,Jan. 20, at his home.
Mr. Beach resides at his farm home just west of Kirksey.
His wife, the former Hattie Harrison, to whom he was
married on Sept. 29, 1905, died June 18, 1975, after almost
seventy years of marriage.
He has two daughters, Mrs. Raymond ( Hazel) Workman
and Mrs. Twyman (Iva ) Edwards. One son, Orvin Beach,
died May 3, 1974. He has three grandctuldren-Jmunie Lee
Edwards, Mrs. Herman (Martha) Robertson, and Mrs.
James V. (Jean) Edwards, and five great grandchildrenJeffrey and Jeanna Edwards and Dale, LaDonne, and
RoChell Robertson.
A special birthday cake, baked by a niece, Mrs. Magness
Beach, was served along v(ith coffee. Gifts were presented to
Mr. Beach by those attending.
Those present for the birthday occasion were Mr. and Mrs.
Gilbert Mohler, Mr. and Mrs. Butez Beach, Mr. and Mrs.,
Magness Beach, Mrs. Verna Nell Cope, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Usrey and grandson,Chris, Mr. and Mrs. Wks Beach, Teresa
and Carla Beach, Hugh Black, Mr. and Mrs. Twyman
Edwards,and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Workman.
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A Wife's Calls
Can Put Hubby's
Career on Hold
DEAR ABBY:Over the years you 4ve advised wives not
to phone their husbands at work unless it's absolutely
necessary. I disagree.
Nothing brightens a father's day like hearing,"Hi, Dada,"
front his 2-year-old stir' 'Army he htterteen ftirtsvo days
because he's had to work overtime.
As for management complaining because it wastes company time, management would be wise to encourage
lirminute "sunshine" calls. It does wonders for their
employees' morale.
However, there should be a few rules: Emphasize that
your call is not an emergency so your husband isn't interrupted in the middle of something important; if he doesn't
work near a phone, put a quarter in his lunchbox so he can
call you.
Also, never tell him what the kids did wrong or anything
that might upset him. Keep it light and cheery. He'll love it.
My husband does.
BETTE M.
DEAR BETTE: Your husband may love your "sunshine
tails," but I'll bet his boss doesn't In business, time is
money. Say your husband makes 86 an hour and you babble
away with hint for 10 minutes a day, that's 81 out of the
boss's pocket. If he has 1,000 employees, each making 86 an
hour, and each taking 10 minutes a day to discuss domestic
trivia, it costs the boss $LOW a day!
If you MUST chat daily, let hubby call you on his lunch
hour. A guy who's on the phone is net on the job -unless
&e's a bookie.
DEAR ABBY: I am an 11-year-old girl whose parents are
divorced. I live with my mother. Mom has her boyfriend living with her and everybody knows they aren't married.
My problem is this. I have a best friend I'll call Debbie.
Debbie's parents will let her come to my house and stay all
day, but they won't let her sleep overnight. What's the difference?
PUZZLED IN LAS CRUCES
DEAR PUZZLED: Debbie's parents probably fear that if
-therallogiVer-t& spend'the tilthirn-ii-bome where an unmarried couple are sleeping together, Debbie might think they
approve of it-which they do not.

the
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DEAR ABBY: I have a gripe I would like to air. Just
before Christmas, I receive a Christmas card with my
newspaper: "Merry -Christmas from Johnny Jones, your
newspaper carrier!"
I also get a Christmas card, "From Elmer Smith, your
postman." And another one,"From George Brown, your garbage collector."
Abby,I never see any of these people during the year, but
there were times when I would have liked to see them to ask
why my newspaper was late again, or why I find so many letters in my box that aren't addressed to me. Or why my garbage cans are never put back where they belong!
I don't mind tipping for extra service, but it bugs me to
get a "bill" for mediocre service that I've already paid too
much for.
STEAMED IN PALO ALTO
DEAR STEAMED -Those aren't greedags, they're
warnings.
Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your chest.
For a personal reply write td Abby, Box 69700, Los
Angeles, Cal. 90069. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

Got The Saturday
Night Fever?
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Thurman's School of Dance
Disco Classes
Starting Soon

Beginners and Adv.

Call 753-9756
if no answer

753-5950
or inquire at

Thurman's School of Dance
1918 Coldwater Road
iestrectiee tee* privately ateaday Thal Thur. and Sat

ril)
- HEALTH
-4.11 Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
Trying to become pregnant ,
might point out whether you
are ovulating regularly or
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am not. If you are not, then your
trying to become pregnant doctor might wish to preand there seems to be a scribe a fertility pill. They
problem. My husband and I are not used to regulate
are both 31. We have one menstrual cycles but rather
daughter 7 years old and I to stimulate the ovaries to
lost a baby at birth five release ova.
years ago, so I know I can
When the stimulation has
get pregnant. We've been been too successful and retrying for over three years leased a lot of ova simultaand I am going through neously, a number of women
many days of depression have had multiple births.
and having arguments with Regulating the dosage and
my husband over whose the medicine used helps to
fault it is.
minimize that possibility.
He did go to a urologist
Your husband might br
three years ago and his greatly surprised to learn
examination showed he had that in some men with 164
a sperm count of 44 million, sperm counts the fertility
which I-- understand is OK pill that is used to cause
but is only one-third of the ovaries to release ova can
normal,
also stimulate the man to
KAYE PEEBLES of Murray photographed this mountain scene while on a recent skiing vacation with a group ot
He refuses to be re-exa- produce more sperm,
Murrayans at a condominium at Breckenridge, Colorado. The peaks of the Rocky Mountains are pictured in the
mined, saying it is embar- thereby increasing his fertilbackground as buildings can be seen in the valley. Breckenridge is located in the county of Summit in Colorado on
rassing and there isn't any ity. If the man's fertility can
Highway 9 between Interstate 70 and Highway 285, west of Denver. The area where the Murray group spent skiing
need for it. That's why we be improved in these situais east of the Continental Divide where the elevation is from 11,000 to 14,000 feet.
are arguing. I feel he is not tions, there isn't any reason
doing everything he should.
why it shouldn't be done.
'JiL 4..
I have RH negative blood
A number of causes can
and had a Cesarean section contribute to infertility in
HOSPITAL PATIENT
with my last pregnancy. both the male and the
William Darnell of Hardin Does this have any bearing female. It is true that in
was dismissed Jan. 13 from on a conception? When does some instances a woman
:•:.
the
Marshall County Hospital, the doctor prescribe fertility may develop an immune or
::.
•, •
R
.•• Benton.
pills to women? Is this to sort of allergic reaction to
•.;1%,je.,
,
).,f' .
0
regulate their menstrual the husband's sperm cells.
cycles or does it help them to When this proves to be the
BENTON PATIENT
get pregnant?
case, then methods can be
%:-:-:•:.: ..:•:•••:.:•::-:-.
.......:.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:.:•:.:•:•:•:;:;:::;:;:•:•:•;:•:•:•:•:.t.:•:•:•: By MRS. W.p, wiLLIAMS
I feel I've given nature devised to minimize the reJ. D. Dunn of Dexter was
dismissed Jan. 16 from the every chance to take its action and help promote the
"If winter comes, can
tried these, I am sure you
sometimes that plants need
and I want a family probability of pregnancy.
Marshall COunts, Hospital, course
would enjoy them tremenwater during the winter, but
spring be far behind?" When
before I get much older and
It won't help to fight with
tiny
like
They
are
they
dously.
they'd°, just as badly as
Benton.
we look out the window at
it's too late.
your husband and it is really
— jewels, blos.ning so profusely
newly fallen snow,or beail&
do in heat of summertime.
DEAR READER
Set- not a question of whose fault
all summer long A little
wind whistle around us, we
Last summer was so dry that
ence is making very rapid it is. The important point is
PATIENT AT BENTON
mulch will carry them
know it is dead of winter.
there was lack of water down
James Langston of Kirksey' strides but it still takes two what will work best for the
____
In spita-ed-nil that, Mound_ taraul4the-winter. na matter— deep-But-nevi I think-they-aretlistnISSed-laft.--11 freitlf' tia4wadikee a . baby. even if two_ of
how cold, without any
inch-high sprouts in my little
well supplied and should be the Marshall County Hospital, it's a test-tube baby. That have another pregnancy if
means that when a couple that is what you want. It
patch of Jonquilla Simplex.
trouble. For they are just as
able to start new growth Benton.
has a problem in fertility, takes two to tango and two to
hardy as their big sisters, nor
immediately with the warThis is the only true Jonquil
both partners need to be produce a baby. Either one
and has the tiny little yellow
ming trend.
examined,
is more fun than fighting.
PADUCAH PATIENT
are they as susceptible to
blossoms, filled with the
Any day now, that weather.
A lot can happen in three
The Health Letter number
Randall
Mason
of
Kirksey
larger
the
disease
as
or
pests
is
them
all.
It
the
soil
sweetest aroma of
permits and
years, and since it's during 5-12, Menopause, includes
has
been
dismissed
from
the
is a true harbinger of spring
workable, you can set out
this period of time that you some basic information on
A border of -these roses
and gives us hope that
Amaryllis or any Narcissug s,Lourdes Hospital, -Paducah.
Rave been trying to get.preg- the normal cycle and female
makes a beautiful edging
nant, there would be nothing hormones,so I ant sending it
warmer days are ahead.
bulbs you may have on hand.
around the annual bed. Since
wrong with your husband to you. Others who want this
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
I am always amazed at the
They will put out roots while
having another examina- issue can send 50 cents with
they come in a rainbow of
come
Roy
Cherry
to
of
Murray
has
the
time
waiting
for
fortitude of these little
a long, stamped, self-adcolors, they can be selected
for them to sprout. For spring been dismissed from the tion.
flowers. They push their way
It
would
be
good
if
the
two
dressed envelope for it. Send
according to a special color
way.
IS on the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
up under ice and snow and
of you could go to a fertility your request to me in care of
scheme, or let the colors run
frozen ground, knowing the
clinic. That way,more infors_this newspaper,_ _PAL Box
Het.They do well in a pot and mation could be obtained on 1551, Radio City Station,
time has come for them to
would look lovely on the steps
Cuteheon
New York, NY 10019.
you.
awake and go to work.
or porch. They prefer full sun
Daily temperature curves
Somewhere there is a lesson
but can be planted in very
for us. For they go about
light shade with some sun
doing what they should, in
during the day.
spite of hardship and unThe amount of rain we have
pleasantness. They just
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor is a report on the fiscal
had during the past few
perform their duty and seem
weeks is certainly a blessing. of the Murray Ledger & guidelines for dates for paying
to do it with a srOe.
The snow that piled up has Times, will be the ,featured dues. Dr. Harry Sparks,
Last week I mentioned
melted slowly, and every- speaker at the Feb. 5 meeting president of the First District
And still searching for the grocery store and more
miniature trees. Another
and
Teachers
plant has received Plenty of of the Calloway Retired Retired
closet
space?
miniature that is interesting
moisture to carry it on Teachers Association. His president-elect of the stateis the rose. If you have never
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
through the winter. We forget subject will he "Is the Press wide association, was asked at
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
the last meeting to contact the
Still Free?"
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
Program Chairman Helen national association for the
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
Bennett said the meeting will necessary information.
At the recent December
called me. I hope you will, too.
be at 2 p.m. in Ellis Center.
Officers of the association meeting it was reported that
Inge King 492-8348
are: Dr. Matt Sparkman, the number of members of the
Mk
Mary
Hamilton 753-5570
VIM
Teachers
Retired
president; Jack Gardner, vice Calloway
Frances Drake
125.
reached
had
Association
president; Mavis McCarnish,
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
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Retired Teachers Here

Your Individual
Horoscope

FOR TUESDAY,JANUARY
30, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er
You could say too much in a
social situation. A slip of the
tongue could lead to embarrassment. Distrust hunches in the p.m.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Career plans are liable to be
unrealistic. Check facts
carefully and take nothing for
granted. A mix-up with a
friend clears itself up later.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Don't come on like an expert
if you're not. Others will be
quick to correct you if you
make an error in the facts or
figures.

n

CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Careless thinking could lead
to financial loss on this unfavorable day for speculation.
Don't count on others to do the
job right either.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Preoccupation at a time
when you hould be paying
attention ' another's words
could lead to a misunderstanding. Be attentive.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
The same old problems are
liable to surface in a close
relationship. Why not change
the subject to something you
both can agree on.
i.IBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
A with -intentioned but
misguided friend
could
misinform you-poet. - Temporary frustrations at work
can be resolved by day's end

$13111•;:)
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New in your
neighborhood?

4;6

seeretary, -and_
Thyr2
Crawford, treasurer.
Social Chairman Zitelle
Goheen said refreshments will
be served preceding the
meeting. Serving with Ms.
Goheen on the committee are
Laura Jennings, J. D.
smirrrAmus
Rayburn, Hall and Margaret
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )
if
If you are inclined to seek a McCuiston, Annie Lee Gunter,
new home, you may have Murl Robertson, Elizabeth
some false leads, but keep at Ordway, and Justine Story.
it, for one tip should pay off.
Business to be transacted
Watch carelessness in speech will include reports by
or writing.
Secretary Mavis McCarnish
CAPRICORN
and
Treasurer
Thyra
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
Crawford. Also on the agenda
Better postpone financial
dealings to a time when the
details are clearer. The
possibility for error or bad
advice could lead you astray.
AQUARIUS
H
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
Think twice before committing yourself to a promise
Bobbie Burkeen opened her
that you may not be able to home for the monthly meeting
fulfill. Consult with superiors of the Elm Grove Baptist
re financial dealings.
Church Women held on
PISCES
Tuesday, Jan. 16, at 1:30 p.m.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X C.
In the absence of the
You may not make the program chairman, Lavine
impression you wish right Carter, the program leader
now. It could be that you are was
Electa Fulkerson. Each
too self-involved. Avoid
member present took part in
carelessness at work.
entitled
the
program
To All The
"Ministering
YOU BORN TODAY are
both artistic and scientific. An People."
June Crider gave the
ability to make friends and
and read the•
devotion
influence people makes you
also suited for politics and scripture from John 1714.
government office. At times. Names of the missionaries
you have fixed opinions and having birthdays on that day
were read.
can be somewhat exacting
Mrs.
president,
The
with others. In business, you
Burkeen, presided with
can succeed at real estate and
selling occupations, but you reports being given by Juanita
would probably find greater
Lee, secretary, and Letha
happiness in law, medicine. Cossey, treasurer. Quilts were
teaching, or writing. Avoid an given to two families who have
inclination to be lazy, for with lost their homes by,fire.
self-discipline, you can go far
Refreshments were served
in the field of your choice
by Mrs. Burkeen.
Birthdate Of: Franklin D
The next meeting will be
oosrrelt, U.S. prtstrten t •
held Tuesday. Feb. 13, at 10
Vanessa Redgrave, actfe.ss
a.m. at the home of Juanita
and Gene Hackman, actor
Lee. a

SCORPIO --(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
A real estate venture could
prove more costly than you
anticipate if you're not on
guard. Don't invest now on the
advice of a friend.

ni/

Baptist Women Of
Elm Grove Church
Hold Program Meet

Ladies'

Children's

- Boots
&
Shoes

Shoes
Boots

PRICE
SALE
Men's"

Shoes

Entire-Stock

Handbags
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Looking Back

Opinion Pag_c

10 Years Ago

EDITORIAL

Nelson A.
Rockefeller
In many ways, what Hubert H.
Humphrey was to the Democratic
Party, Nelson A. Rockefeller was
to the Republicans.
Both were exuberant, jubilant
campaigners. Both sought to
move their political parties and
the nation forward in social
programs. And both lived their
political lives in the hope that they
would one day become president
of the United States, having to
.settle finally for second beat on
that score' — the vice presidency.
But there were _great differences, 100:- HumiZrey rose
.from obscurity and near poverty
on the South Dakota plains to
achieve international fame.
Rockefeller began as one of the
nation's richest children, son of a
billionaire and a member of a
family once denounced by
President Theodore Roosevelt as
the "malefactors of great
wealth." Humphrey was the
master legislator; Rockefeller the
capable executive. But both
contributed much to the history of
this nation.
"While Rockefeller was known to
• most Americaob.as a politican.and
seeker after th? presidency, his
service to the nation was far
broader than that. He had served
as an adviser to every president
since Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Because of his family's business
interests
there, • he
was
knowledgeable
about Latin
American affairs, so Roosevelt
called upon him to develop the
Good Neighbor policy, then this
nation's greatest effort in that
region since the enunciation of the
Monroe Doctrine. He helped
President Truman develop a postWorld War II redevelopment
program overseas and President
Eisenhower in the creation of the
Department of Health, Education

and Welfare. As governor of New
York State for 15 years he left his
mark in both the creation of social
programs and in the construction
of buildings.
But despite all his governmental
and political activities, he did not
consider himself a true politican.
"A lot of people think I am," he
once observed. "But politics is not
really my metier. My real interest
is in solving people's problems."
And certainly in his own way he
tried to do that.
It is noteworthy that he died
Friday night while'-working on a
new book about his extensive art
collection. His interest in art was
natural, for his mother was one of
the founders of the Museum of
Modern Art and his collection of
20th-Century
paintings and
primitive art was world famous.
He only recently had embarked on
a project to make those collections
widely available through prints. It
was a project which will keep the
Rocekfeller name in memory long
after all the things he did and tried
to do in govenupent and politics
fade.
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'•' 17Yrtters tar-rhe—eurrstnrctiorr crf a &inv.- hflTh- 1011fray- were
made in 1843-44 and speedily executed: The first court house was
a brick structure 50 feet square, two stories high, containing a
large court room on the first floor, and having four offices on the
,econd floor for county officials. Commissioners who executed the
work plans were Jesse P. Stephens, B. G. Imes, G. D. McDaniel
and D. C. Lynch.
The first Murray jail was constructed in 1847, costing $2,378.50,
and built of brick masonry.
Farming activities or those related constituted the pursuit of
virtually all of the people of the county during the settling of this
area, attracted by the light gray alluvial soil conducive to productivity. It is found along the Tennessee River bottomland, in the
valleys and hills along Blood River, as well as along the watersheds
of the East Fork and West Fork of Clark's River. In the flatlands,
or barrens as the early historians described it, a clay soil enriched
by the loam of plant life, ran north and south between the two
forks of the river.
Not only did the historians describe the flatlands in a unique
and provincial central Kentucky manner, but they also failed to
satisfactorily explain the origin. Unquestionably, the flatlands had
been., heavily forested with timber for ages, with tracts of woods
interspersing the flatlands at the turn of this century with stands
of trees hundreds of years old. The open spaces described as the
'barrens" by the historians were areas systematically burned by
the Mississippi People who used the fire to rouse game to be
killed by bow and arrow during hunting expeditions into the area.
Fortunately for the earlier settlers moving into the vicinity
west of Murray, the burned over area made available for cultivation thousands of acres with a minimum of effort: The tracts were
usually of 50 to 100 acre spreads, flanked by standing timber,
ideally providing homesteads for the pioneers.
' . Many of these choice spots were selected by Revolutionary
War and War of 1812 veterans through grants in compensation for
leir efforts. Revolutionary War .veterans living In Calloway
County in 1840 and their ages at the time were: Joseph Dunn 89,
Nathan Frizzell 82, Charles Calloway 83, Nicholas Hanson 81,
Kimbrough Ogilvie 78, Rolling Stone 75, Peter Waterfield 80, and
William Wilkins 81. No doubt many other Revolutionary War
veterans had lived and died in Calloway County prior to the 1840
enumeration who also had received large land grants for war
service. Those recorded as serving in the War of 1812 were William Hutchens, Mr. Marshall, Joseph Washant, A. D. Jackson and
Peter Waterfield who also was listed as serving in the Revolution.
To Be Continued

BY JOIN Cu IF?
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Some Renters Disappearing
NEW YORK ( AP) — Where have
they gone, those unmarried swingers
who sought to maintain their freedom
and mobility by renting apartments
rather than buying houses?
Some of them seem to have disappeared,and apartment house optrators
are concerned. They thought the
swinging lifestyle of this under-35 group
assured landlords of tenants. Now they
aren't sure.
"If you were under 35 and unmarried,
you rre twice as likely to be a renter
as a filmny the same age, and four
times as likely as an older family," said
Philip Kozloff, president of Citicorp
Real Estate.
That's the way it used to be. By a
margin of nearly 6-1, the historic
pattern ,of these young unmarried
households was to rent rather than buy,

he said.
As recently as 1973, the rental market
could expect the formation of about
540,000 new swinger households — that
is, households of one. But in the past
four years,said Kozloff, the annual rate
fell to 240,000.
And so, unlike some analysts who
simply assume the rental market is still
growing. Kozloff maintains "it is clear
that there has been a sharp decline in
rental demand since 1973."
The change,says the Citicorp official,
partly— aile. lo ecorioirWs,"or iZ it
seems. That is, the swinger's noncommital lifestyle seems to have
succumbed to some pressing financial
realities.
Unable to afford high rents, and
seeing soaring real estate prices make
some of their friends relatively well off,

Letter To The Editor

Salutes Porno Stand
Dear Editor:
We would like to commend the
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
Association for their resolution concerning pornography published in the
Murray Ledger & Times on January 12.
We thought they stated the need for
recognizing the problem that the
thoughts and actions of people are
influenced by what they see and hear.
They also balanced this in regard to our
Constitutional right of free speech. The
Ministerial Association made no
recommendation for government action to deprive a person of his Constitutional right of free speech or to
prohibit him reading or going to any
place he desires. Their only force was a
moral force in pointing out the problem.
Don D. Duncan in a letter to the editor
on January 19, 1979, believed that the
-resolution dePrivecipeaple of-their right
to make choices and forced the
ministers' ideas on other. If he had not
written his letter, we might not have
publicly endorsed the action of the
Ministerial Association. His attack on
their position seemed
unfair.
Evidently, he would deprive them of
their right to use the news media to
proclaim their message. This might be
done in a police state, but surely it
cannot be done here in the name of
freedom of the individual to read and
see.
The expression of public opinion is
important in determining the outcome
of many issues. Often we don't express
ourselves until we strongly disagree
with someone. We believe Mr. Duncan's letter will cause others with
opinions similar to ours to write. The
reaction of the people in Iran in
responding to the religious leaders to
establish an Islamic State where the
Moslem faith is dominant seems to us to
be a very conservative reaction to
changes made in the last few years. Mr.
Duncan's fear of the restriction of individual freedom seems to be a very
liberal reaction'to individual rights.
One or more stores in Murray are
handling the publications that some
might consider pornographic by putting
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a notice in the magazine section stating
that these publications are available at
the checkout counter upon request. In
this way the provocative photographs
and articles are not displayed so
prominently that they would influence
anybody's minds. Yet no one is
deprived of his rights to buy and read
this type material is he so desires.
We appreciate the stand taken by the
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
Association. It is time for people who
see too much pornography and violence
in movies, on television, in magazines
and newspapers to speak out.
Sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Humphrey
Rt. 4,
Murray, Ky. 42071

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped self-addressed envelope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am retired with a
pension from a private company. I am
also self-employed in a little business
which is more a hobby than work.
However,I realize that I am building up
credit with Social Security and that
soon I will be eligible for a Social
Security benefit. Does the same law for
earning a quarter of coverage apply to
self-employed persons as it does to
wage earners? — G.B.
There will be an increase in 1979 in
the amount of earnings required for a
"quarter of coverage" — the measure
used by Social Security to determine
the amount of work a person needs
before monthly benefits can be paid. In
1979, employees and self-employed
people will earn one quarter of
coverage for each $260 of covered
earnings in a year. Four quarters will
be credited for annual earnings of
41,040 or more. The amount of earnings
needed to earn a quarter of coverage in
1978 is $250; four quarters, $1,000.
The higher amount for 1979 comes
from a formula in the 1977 Amendments
relating to increases in average wage
levels that is used to determine the
higher earnings limits for people who
work in retirement.
For persons who are or will be
drawing Social Security benefits,
Heartline has available an easy to
understand explanation of the types of
benefits and requirements and
regulations while drawing benefits. To

some swingers aparently have been
trading mobility and freedom for an
inflation hedge.
The Equal Credit Opportunity Act of
1975 also had a lot to do with it, making
purchase easier for single individuals
who had sometimes been considered
poor'mortgage risks.
Another factor, say company
analysts, is the revival of condominium
markets, with the strong conversion
trend of the past two years providing
owner units that meet the needs of
single-persons.
Even after offering these explanations, Citicorp still isn't certain it
has found all the reasons. It believes
also that there has been a moderate
decline in the growth of age groups
predisposed to buying.
But even more changes might have
impinged on swinger age category.
"Even all the factors we have listed,
added together, do not seem adequate
to explain so large a shift," the
analyses states.
There does seem to be no mistaking
the observation that as rents rose
swingers became concerned about the
economic logic of their lifestyles.
Ownership, even though it cramped
one's style, became an alternative.
Surveys and observations by real
estate dealers in many parts of the
country confirm the change. Single
men,single women,and groups too, are
said to be buying homes in urban
centers and smaller towns too.

Bible Thought
All the kings of ihe earth shall
praise thee, 0 Lord, when they hear
the words of thy mouth. Psalm
138:4.
One day the world will recognize
God for who He really is. Let's start
telling the world about Him today,

Pictured is Glenda Smith, president
of Omicron Alpha Chapter of Tau Phi
Lambda,
Woodmen
Sorority,
presenting "resusie-annie" to be used
in water safety and first aid teaching by
the local chapter of the American Red
Cross. Accepting the special prop for
teaching is Lester Nanny, Red Cross
Chapter chairman.
Deaths reported include Lee Caldwell, 67, Mrs. Linda Sue Whitehair, 25,
Kathy Sue Whitehair, 4, Robin Diane
Whitehair, 8 months, and Mrs. Fannie
Valentine, 68.
Rebecca Jane Tarry, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Mack Thomas Tarry and
student at Murray State University, has
been appointed
BSU summer
missionary to Jamaica by the Student
Department of the Kentucky Baptist
Convention. Other students appointed
include Larry David Nichols, Murray
State student from Owensboro, to
Eastern Kentucky Mountains; Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Wakefield, Lexington,
students at University of Kentucky, to
Land Between the Lakes; Larry Lee
Gilmore, Georgetown College student
from Paducah, to South Vietnam.
The local Moose Lodge has purchased
toys and games to send to the children
at the Kentucky School for the Deaf in
Danville, according to George Hodge,
governor of the lodge.
The engagement of Miss Marilyn
Jean Wilson, daughter of Mrs. H. W.
Wilson and the late Mr. Wilson of
Murray, to Thomas Lee Walker, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Owen Walker of
Brentwood, Tenn., has been announced.

20 Years Ago
Major James A. Day has joined the
staff of the ROTC Department at
Murray State*College.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bettie
Patterson,88, Mrs. Fate Wilson, 80, and
Joel Paschall, 90.
Oina Darnell and Marion "A. Potts of
the Kirksey Homemakers Club will
model clothing they have made
themselves at the Farm and Home
Week Style Review tomorrow at
Lexington.
Mrs. Claude Anderson, president of
the American Legion Auxiliary,
presented the program on "Legislation
and National Security" at the meeting
held at the Legion Hall.
Pure ground beef is listed as selling
for 39 cents per pound in the ad for
Johnson's Grocery this week.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre are
"The Badlanders" starring Alan Ladd
and Erna*. Borgnine and "Tarzan's
Fight For Life" starring Gordon Scott.

30 Years Ago
Former Senator James Pope.
director of the Tennessee Valley
Authority, and Dr. Ralph H. Woods,
president of Murray State Collegik
spoke at the meeting of the Calloway
County Soil Improvement Association
and Valley Counties of Kentucky held at
the little auditorium, Murray State.
Directors reelected include R. V.
Graham, Alvis E. Jones, and Clyde
Phelps.
The sun has shined only eight days in
Murray in the first 20 days of 1949, and
rani has fallen in Calloway County for
16 of those 20 days, according to records
compiled for this month.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Willie
Agather Wilson, 68.
New members of the Murray Lions
”irly are rollir-Winfie;—"Ternori
Anderson, Guthrie Churchill, John
Cashon, Carlos Jones, and Harry
Douglas.
The Rev. Kelly Fitzgerald is serving
as pastor of the Sugar Creek Baptist
Church.
Hazel, coached by Hewlett Cooper.
beat New Concord, coached by Wade
Garland, and Murray Training,
coached by Tim O'Brien, beat Almo,
coached by W. B. Miller, in opening
games of the Calloway County High
School Basketball Tournament. High
team scorers were Lamb with 18 for
Hazel, Steele with 17 for New Concord.
Jackson with 12 for Murray Training,
and Phillips with 10 for Almo.

order,send $2.00 to Heartline's Guide to
Social Security, P.O. Box 11934,
Chicago, Ill. 60611. Please allow eight
weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I have been disabled
for four years, drawing Social Security
disability. I have had Medicare for two
years. I am gradually getting better
and can look ahead to a time when I will
be able to work again. When this comes
about, what will happen to my
disability benefits and my Medicare? —
E.W.
When you feel that you are again able
to work, contact your local Social
Security office. You could receive up to
nine months as a trial work period.
By The Associated Press
During the time allotted as your trial
Today is Monday,. Jan. 29, the 29th
work period, your benefits and
day of 1979. There are 336 days left in
Medicare coverage would continue. If it
the year.
was then decided that you Can parToday's highlight in history: On this
ticipate in substantial, gainful emdate in 1949, Britain granted de facto
ployment, then your benefits will
recognition to the new state of l*rael.
continue for an additional three month
On this date:
adjustment period. Your Medicare
In
1737, the writer and philosopher
eligibility ends one calendar Month
who played a major role in the
after the month you receive notice that
American Revolution, Thomas Paine,
your disability benefits are no longer
was born in England.
payable.
HEARTLINE: My husband died in
Ten years ago: It was reported that
November 1978. I am in a quandry
the US. cost-of-living rate in 1968 had
about the filing of the income tax
shown the sharpest increase in 17 years
return. Who is responsible for filing it?
— 4.7 percent.
Can I still file a joint return, even
Five years ago: Belgium's King
though he did not live the entire year?
Baudouin dissolved the nation's
Or do I even have to file a return for
parliament after efforts to form a new
him? — K.V.
'coalition government failed.
Yes, a return has to be filed. The
One year ago: U.S. and Canadian
responsibility for the return lies with
scientific teams continued efforts to
you or a personal representative. A
determine the radiation danger from a
personal representative is the executor,
Soviet satellite that disintegrated over
northern Canada, with results still
administrator or anyone who is in
charge of your husband's property. If
inconclusive.
your husband did not have to file a
Today's birthdays: Actor John
Forsythe is 61- years old. Actor Victor
return, but had withheld, a return must
Maturtis.63.
be filed to get a refund. Ityoitr husband
died in 1978 or 1979 before filing a
Thoüghi
-UW4: True nobility is
exempt from fear — William
return, and if you did not remarry in
1978, you can file a joint return.
Shakespeare, 1564-1616.

Today In History
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Extension- News

Planning Seminars Set

By Jean W.Cloar
transfer property to the
County Extension Agent
survivors of your choice and in
For Home Economics
the amounts you choose. To do
Regardless 01 the size of this, you must have a will. A
your estate, plan to take care will is a statement in writing
.of yourself during your that tells who shall receive the
'working years and during estate in the event of your
..:tetirement or permanent death. It may also name the
Asability. Maintaining control guardian of minor children
•iiver enough assets to help and the executor or executrix
Inaintain
an
adequate of the estate. A homemade
:retirement income also has will is legal, but you may not
the practical function of say exactly what you mean.
avoiding
family You may omit important
disagreements over the estate details. A lawyer is necessary
settlement.
to help prevent mistakes and
1 third objective is to
to avoid possible misinterpretations.
A fourth objective concerns
the
re-assessment
and
possible updating of your plan,
because estate planning is a
continuous process. For instance, when another child, or
possible a.grandchild, is born,
you may wish to increase your
-insurance or change your will.
And once the farm or business
indebtedness is paid off, you
might not wan
-t-to renew -term
insurance you may have
carried on the property.
A fifth objective is important because parents have
the right to state in their wills
their preferences as to
"I'm going to protect guardians for minor children
my new automobile like in case of common accident

nobody's business!"

ye got
the
Shield!"
car me
fuel welee woreft.

For
wee-14 Walk Was - sew wee/ MF A
Insurance*welin"mididm .t."!
Itteld maw— •

Steve Allen

and subsequent death of both
parents. If this provision has
not been made by the parents,
the court names guardians.
A sixth objective is for you
to designate in your will who is
to serve as executor or
executrix of your estate. You
may also designate that this
individual is to serve without
surety of bond. Usually,
executors are bonded, and the
bonding fee is charged against
the estate. This fee can be
avoided if you designate an
executor to, serve without
surety. It is wise to name an
alternate and also have their
permission to be named.
Plan now to attend all or
part of the seminar.
Estate Planning Seminars
Jan. 31- 10:00-3:00
Feb.7 -10:00-3:00
West Ky. Livestock
& Exposition Center
College Farm Road
Open To The Public
January 31
"Meaning
—10:
Planning" - Helen Stevens,
Family Economics Specialist.
11:00- "Property Rights &
Ownership in Kentucky" Steve Allen, Agriculture
Economics Specialist
12:00 - Lunch
1:00 - "Taxes & Other
Costs in Estate Settlement" Bill Phillips - City Attorney of
Murray
2:00 - "Use of Marital
Deduction & Lifetime Gifts" Steve Allen, Agriculture
Economics Specialist.
February 7
:00 - "Providing for
Income in Retirement" - Steve
Allen, Agriculture.Econorn
cpec
11:00 - "Using Trusts" Jaque Moran, Vice-President
& Trust Officer, Citizins Bank
Si Trust Co., Paducah, KY.
.
11:30 - "Insurance
Annuities" - Ray -Firoachk.
Farm Bureau Insurance
Representative
12:00 - Lunch
1:00 - "Types of Business
Organizations, Farm Business
Transfers & Their Effect On
Estate Planning" - Steve
Allen, Agriculture Economies
Specialist
2:00 - Summary Si
Questions
Sponsored By:
Calloway County
Extension Service

ARM lElliEW& ARRA
S"'
Shouldn't Take
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AWARD WINNERS-David Grady, left, and Dane Cunningham have been named Callimay County *inners in the
1978 4-H Award of Excellence Program, sponsored annually
by the Courier-Journal newspaper. This is a "self
awareness" program in which participants are judged in
physical, moral, social and academic development as well as
their 4-H experiences. David, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hayes
Grady, is a seventh grade student at North Calloway
Elementary School. He is acti‘,e in 4-H and currently serves
as Calloway Junior King. Dana. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Cunningham, is a fifth grade student at North
Elementary and active in man) 4-H activities. The contest is
open to all 4-H'ers and participants are judged in both junior
__and senior categories with senior winners eligible for area
competition. Calloway County's nominees to the area were
--Deana Cunningham and Terry Sledd. Other participants in
the contest were Carla Beach, Leland Steely, Rachel
Garland, Staci Tidwell, Alicia Stubblefield, Jennifer Jarrett,
Michelle Jarrett, Trisha Clark, Christy Anderson, Jody
Lambert,and Tracy Beach.

Growing crops is your bus‘ness
ours is financing agriculture
We re the farm credut people
Matt OUT scsscalty
So when you've got a
cropping plan that calls for
cash. count on PC A
leaders in crop financing
We understand your needs large
and smal And we to committed to

befog-1g you ach.eve your goals
You U1fndthatPCAhastheffex,b4ty
to tailor loan terms and repayment to Itt your parlocu
ler plan We hear you talk
og We understand And
with your sound plan and
our money you can grow
crops your way

4r
ivetaved TruckloadSale
ofSupersweet Hi-Protein
Dog Food
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Rhodes Mill lk Supply
Cuba, Ky.Gene Rhodes, Owner (502)382_2185

MIKE STEPHENS

Territory Mgr.

Outside Salesman
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We are also looking forward tc
expanded trade with the
People's Republic of China.
but I think everyone realizes
that there are major hurdles
to be overcome before we see
major imports in this
market."
Because of the growing
demand for U.S. beans in the
Far East, Blankenship said
ASA plans to open a new
market development office in
Korea this spring.
D. D. Cayce, III, of
Hopkinsville, was elected to
replace Jim Esche of Henderson as ASA national
iirector from Kentucky.
Esche will complete his nineyear term on the board with
:he ASA national convention
August 12-15 in Atlanta.

KSA reelected Esche.
resident; James Snider from
Franklin, vice president and
George Martin from Nebo.
secretary-treasurer for
another one-year term.
Lawrence Teeter, Jr. of
Guthrie was elected to the
KSA board of directors for a
three-year term. He replaces
Henry Lilly of Hopkinsville as
a representative from the
Pennyrile area. The following
tobacco. This includes all KSA board members were
costs,
for reelected: George Martin,
except
management. Flaugher thinks Bennyrile area and Jack
that the new experiemental Millikan, Eddyville, from the
loose. leaf marketing .astem industry area for three-year
for burierif it is continued, -terms; afid Catl-Milcel, Hickwill be a great help to all man, and J. Paul Payne,
producers trying to lower Mayfield from the purchase
area for two-year terms.
their production costs.
One of the young tobacco
grower's biggest problems
limiting production is his soil.
"We i'aise all of our tobacco on
low, sandy bottomland which
has a tendency to leak out
very fast," he explains.
Murray Calloway
To solve the problem, he is
County Airport
starting to take soil samples
Aviation
every year and apply fertilizer
Serving
and lime according to
Agriculture
recommendations based (in
Mime
the tests and made by his
419-2215
county Extension agent for
agriculture.

from 5 acres, the acreage he
continues to plant to burley.
Looking ahead, Flaugher
says his goal is to lease
another 10,000 to 12,000 lbs. of
tobacco
y T.0-1Yetter
utilize his equipment and
hired labor. And he adds, "I
am going to try new
techniques to produce higher
yields and better quality
producing high yield's of leaf."
Along with tobacco and
quality leaf and on their
dairying, Flaugher grows 40
leadership qualities.
The time for Flaugher and acres of corn silage, 45 acres
his wife Donna to decide of corn for gain, 15 acres
whether he should be a sorghum sucian and 130 acres
boilermaker or a farmer came of pasture. Because acreage is
when his father was stricken limited for producing pasture.
Flaugher keeps his dairy herd
His
in dry-iotftie about 7 months of
a tarmer
the
year.
raising tobacco and producing
The "Outstanding Young
Grade A milk on his farm near
Tobacco Producer" is a fullGrayson, Ky.
But the choice to farm was time farmer, except for about
made voluntarily by the young 30 days a year he works in
couple. "We decided that the field drainage. About
percent of his income is
best life for us was on the farm
so we took over the tobacco earned from farming.
Although tobacco takes up
op," says Flaugher.
only
5 acres of the farm, the
That first year of farming in
1973, the young man produced crop is important to the young
10,912 lbs. of burley from Ps couple. Sales of burley acat county Extension offices .
count from 25 percent of
acres.
will help the grower weigh the
In 1974, the Flaughers Flaugher's total income. "We
advantages of the hybrids.
use tobacco money to pay for
decided to buy out the dairy
The report gives results on
herd. In the process they built equipment and land we
more than 100 hybrids tested
purchase." says Flaugher.
a new modern barn and milk
for yielding ability, stanTo produce profitable yields
room, installed a silage
debility, disease resistance
high quality tobacco,
of
feeding system and bought
and proper maturity - the
Flaugher uses certified seed
new
dairy
equipment.
The
four most important conof varieties tested by the
herd now has 75 Holestein
siderations, says Herbek
Agricultural
Kentucky
COWS.
Experiement
Station and
He emphasizes the ImIn 1975 }laugher felt a need
the
recommended
by
portance of selecting a hybrid for more tobacco production
Cooperative Extension Serthat has performed con- and leased poundage from a
vice. To save labor, he. uses
sistently for two to three years neighbor. This brought his
MH-30 after he suckers the
in several locations or en- production to about 14,000 lbs.
crop the first time so it isn't
vironments.
necessary to go through the
Herbek points out that it is
A Consumer Tip
not unusual for one hybrid to from Extension Specialists at field to sucker it again.
Through the years, he has
outyield another by 30 bushels the UK College of Agriculture
continued
update
to
per acre or more.
Freeze plentiful fresh spin- production practices in plant
In. Kentucky. full-season
ach , kale, turnip greens, bed preparation, a key step in
hybrids have the best collards and wild greens now
producing the crop sucpotential, according to Herbek to give you a supply to enjoy
who notes that growers should the year around. This tip cessfully. For example, for
select a hybrid that will comes from UK Cooperative the past two years Flaugher
mature 10-14 days before the Extension Service specialists has iiciPd a synthetic cover,
with straw as a mulch. "This
first frost for the area. in foods and nutrition.
produces plants earlier for
transplanting and helps get
the crop off to a faster start,"
he says.
As with most small tobacco
producer'S in the 8-state burley
belt. Flaugher says, "Our
For Up To The Minute
farm is a family operation
witn everyone helping as
much as they can."
Production costs, which
keep creeping higher, average
Hutson Grain Ter ninol
about 97 cents per pound of
to Richmond Va. from Philip
Morris U.S.A. to attend a
banquet Feb. 13.
The r,ntecorg.nition fparogerramhaiinds
sponsored by the University of .
Kentucky- -Cottege- ---61Agriculttire and Philip Morris
U.S.A. to encourage young
tobacco farmers. Growers
ander 30 are selected on the

Farmers
Air
Service

•

you
provide the problem

IMO
supply the solution

..m•••11••••

Why gamble? Protect your
valuables from fire, theft or
loss . . in one of our safe
deposit boxes. It costs you
just pennies a day . . . a
small price to pay for real
peace of mind!

Bank Of Murray
FDIC

Port-Of-Murray-Coliovray County

I During January and February 1979 for the purchase of 3/50 lb. bags of Supersweet High Protein
Dog Food at the regular price you receive a 25 lb.
1 bag of Supersweet Chunk Style Dog Food FREE
when accompanied with this ad. '

awr

creasing soybean production
in the Southern Hemisphere.
"The U.S. farmer has
several strengths, though,
that Brazil. Argentina and the

•
Deciding to become a
tobacco farmer instead of
following up on a promising
start in an industrial trade
wouldn't be the best choice for
yiniak-inen. But - Tot
• Robert W. Flaugher, that
decision made six pears ago
has proved out as "the right
die."
In 1973 Flaugher was a high
jichool graduate with4hree
years expeFience as a
boilermaker and on his way
toward a successful career in
the relatively high-paying
trade.
Today Flaugher is a 24-yearold Carter County, Ky. farmer
who has becn named an
'Outstanding Young Burley
Tobacco Producer." He and
six other young Kentucky
burley producers being
recognized will receive a $250
cash award, framed certificate and expense-paid trip

Grain Prices
Coll...

vE
' 4c
GARY KEY

Saylor was the featured
speaker at the Kentucky
Soybean Association (KSA)
annual meeting.
"Soybeans are the growth
conunodity," he said, "one of
the most exciting crops." U.S.
exports of soybeans and
soybean products are expected to hit record levels
again in 1979, he said, but U.S.
producers must keep an eye
on the competition

other countries don't have,"
he said. "We are a volume
supplier." Saylor pointed out
that U.S. agriculture has the
best marketing intelligence to
adapt marketing strategies to
the changing world needs and
the best logistics for moving
the crop from the producer to
the ultimate buyer.
Checkoff programs like the
Kentucky soybean grower
investment program have
definitely expanded U.S.
market development efforts,
he added.
China, Korea, the Mid East
and western Europe hold
strong promise as importers
of more American soybeans,
/
Denny Blankenship, ASA
market development director.
told the group.
parlicularly optimistic about the market
potential in Korea," he said.
"Their imports of U. S.
soybeans have increased 500
percent in the last four years.

'It's The Best Life For Us

FARMERS!

"Be the first
one to tree"

HENDERSON, Kentucky Although American farmers
have built impressive export
markets for soybeans and
other commodities, they can't
take the progress for granted,
Tom Saylor, associate administrator for the USDA
Foreign Agricultural Service
(FAS), told soybean growers
recently.

Young Tobacco Farmer Says:

Corn Hybrid Selection
Is Important To Yld
ie
Frozen fields will have to
thaw and spring-like weather
arrive before corn producers
have to worry about planting.
But there' is an important
question growers can consider
while still in the throes of
winter.
That question, according to
Extension grain specialist
James Herbek, involves the
selection of the corn hybrid.
"Hybrid selection is one of
the most important decisions
the corn producer must make
each year," says Herbek who
is based at the University of
College
of
Kentucky
Agriculture's West Kentucky
Substation near Princeton.
An annual report available

Grain Farmers
Soybean Progress For Granted •

Amr

ANII

Local
.474-2295
Farmers
Ky.
Farmers.. .1-800-592-5409
Hours: 6 a. m.-10 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
Except Holidays

Hutson Grain
• Terminal
Larry Hoth-Mgr

The ultimate moisture retainer:

A Lely-Roterra seedbed; once-over!
When the dust is blowing and your topsoil is hone-dry you
will really apprer late the proven worliing principle of the
LPN -Roterra; topsoil stays on top moisture helo.v1 Since it is
further capable of preparing a quality, level seedbed In one
trip, you retain even more moisture during ,ritual planting
periods In good or poor fields you can count on acceptable
worliing speeds and a bed in which your segds will thrive.
you can also look forward to improved yields which result
from the I eIrRoterra delivering, II Faster germination
21
F yen crop stands, 31 improved chemical incorporation
41
Reduced compaction. and SI Fewer trips per acre.
With the ely-STIP-System you can Wave even Them *heti
you Spray, Till, Incorporate and Plant In one top call us.
We'll demonstrate a t ely-Roterra on your farm

ow/ McKeel Equipment
Authorised
Dealer

Co.Inc.
503 Walnut

753-3067
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Little Time To Fret
Racers Victims Of Peay Comeback, Face Tech Tonight
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By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Visitor (that's Austin Peay) 68, Home ( that's Murray
State) 65 was what the scoreboard read Saturday night at
9:30 p.m. in the Sports Arena.
That result, one might say, sounded like a broken record —
much to the relief of Austin Peay coach Ed Thompson. It
snapped a five-game Governor loss streak and kept Peay's
flickering hopes for an Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
berth alive.
"I guess you could say we had to have it," said Thompson,
in his second year at the Gov helm."We've been playing flat,
EXTREMELY flat basketball the past few weeks,so it was a
relief to see this."
"This," in particular, was a second half that saw Austin
Peay recover from a 39-28 halftime deficit in a fashion that
kept the Sports Arena crowd of 4,600 silent for over seven
minutes.
That's how much time elapsed from the clock before the
Racers managed a point. By the time they did, ,on Kenny
Hammonds 15-foot jumper, Austin Peay led 44-41 with 12:48
left.
We kept our composure well in the first half, and waited
for something g_ood Whappen,".said Thompson. "Because
there wasn't much good for us in the half."
It follows, then, that there wasn't much bad for Murray in
the first half, either. The Racers hit 65.2 percent of their shots
and received 20 points from 6-8 senior John Randall.
"That first half is about as well as we can play. Our fourcorner offense was just beautiful," said Murray State coach
Ron Greene. So what happened in the second half?
"We were complacent," Greene replied. "I saw it in the
dressing room in the second half, and I tried to warn them.
But it didn't do any good." .
Not that Austin Peay had an easy time of it in the second
half. The lead changed hands 15 times in the period, and
Murray, after recovering from a dry spell in which it came
up empty-handed on 10 consecutive trips down the floor,
forced six ties.
Randall,- held scoreless in the second half, even had a
chance to increase Murray's 61-60 lead with 1:18 left. But his
bonus free-throw attempt bounced off the front of the
and Austin Peay reeled off six straight points to ice thegame„,
"John missed the free throw that Would really have herrecl
us, but he shot about as well as could," said Greene. Randall
sank all seven of his field-goal attempts and all six of his freethrow tosses in the first half,
Tim Thomas hit a seven-footer, Cere Myrick hit two free
throws and Curtis Webster followed with two more charity
tosses for a 6661 Governor advantage witb.13 seconds left. _
Herman Boyd sandwiched an 18-footer and a layup around'
Austin Peay's Alfred Barney's two free throws to complete
the scoring.
Thomas finished with a game-high 26 points, but he owned
only six, seven below his average, at the half. He then
proceeded to sink 10 of his 11 secohd-half shots, almost all
from deep in the corner.
• "Thomas is sort of a streak shooter," said Thompson."But
he was the only one that had to shoot from the outside.
Everyone else was shooting layups."
Indeed, the Governors upgraded their shooting statistics
from 30.3 to 61.5 percent after the first half. Greene, though,

What's Up
Today
Murray State men(3-15) vs Tennessee Tech; 7:30 p.m.,
Sports Arena.
Murray State women (9-8) vs Louisville; 5:15 p.m.,Sports
Arena.
Murray High girls (6-31 vs Mayfield; home.
.
Tuesday
Calloway County boys (3-12), girls (11-2) at Fulton
County; girls game,6:30 p.m.
Murray High boys (8-3) at Cairo (ill.) High

Games Will Be
Played...Someday
About the only thing known about the status of the
Ballard County Invitational Tournament is that there
WON'T be any action tonight.
Burdened by icy road conditions that has forced the
cancellation of the semifinals once, officials of the
tourney really aren't sure when the semis and final will
be played,says Murray High Principal Roy Weatherly.
"They're checking with all of the schools (that's
Murray High, Marhshall County, Mayfield and Carlisle
County)," said Weatherly,"and it looks like Tuesday is
out, too."
Murray High will face Marshall County in the upperbracket semifinal, while Mayfield and Carlisle County
will clash in the lower.

SPORT COATS
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made a comment as to the reason for Austin Peay's 1171proved play.
"( Referee Gene) Bennett swallowed his whistle in the
second half," he said. "They were beating ( Keith) Oglesby to
death iunder the basket in the second half and we weren't
getting any whistles."
Murray fell to 3-15 overall and 1-4 in the OVC, while Austin
Peay upped its marks to 7-11 and 2-4. The Racers'conference
record places them last in league standings.
"We'll just have to get this one back when go down there
(to Clarksville, Tenn.)," Greene said.
Kenney Hanunonds tied Randall for Racer scoring honors
with 20 points, and freshman guard Tom Adams added nine.
Barney chipped in 15 points for Austin Peay, and Webster
added 12.
Murray hosts Tennessee Tech, in third place in the OVC
with a 3-2 mark, tonight to a 7:30 p.m. contest in the Sports
Arena.
- The Golden Eagles have been an up-and-down squad this
season. Though over .500 in the conference, they are just 5-9
overall and have yet to win on the road.

Probable starters for Tech include Brian Troupe (6-7 Sr.,
13.6 ppg.) and Pete Abuts (6-5 Fr., 118) at forwards,
Pat
Kannapel (6-9 So., 8.3) at center and Jimmy Howell (6-1 Sr.,
l3.Ot and Paul Chadwell (6-2 Fr., 12.5, at guards.
Abuts ranks second in the league in field-goal percentage
1.584), while Troupe ranks sixth and fourth, respectively, in
scoring and rebounding (8.0).
Murray will face Tech in back-to-back conference games.
After hosting Louisiana Tech, a nonconference opponent,
Thursday, the Racers travel to Cookeville for their return
bout with the Eagles Feb. 5.
Allen Mann,a 6-6 junior who, along with Bobo Jackson, was
dropped from the squad six games ago because of trainingrule violations, will return to the squad for the Tech contest
tonight.
"He's been coining to practices, and it was a matter of
whether the team wanted to vote him back on or not," said
Greene in a statement from the sports information office.
Mann, a transfer froni*Oakland (Mich.) Community
College,averaged 5.8 pointiand 3.6 rebounds before his exit.
Boxseore, page 13

-

Even with John Randall's dunks (right in the first half, Ron Greene (kneeling above) wasn't totally happy as he listens to
a point by official Burrell Crowell. The Racers led Austin Peay 39-28 after a half, but the Governors rallied to drop Murray
to 1-4 in the Ohio ‘'alley Conference. It hosts Tennessee Tech tonight.
Photos by Tony Wilson

Blue Devils Edge Past Marquette 69-64

Duke's 'Diamond'Doesn't Stay Down Long
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
For a while there, Jim
Spanarkel
wasn't
"Spanarkeling" as he usually
does — making eight turnovers, getting caught for
three traveling violations and
missing a basketful of shots.
But even though the Duke
diamond was flawed, he
wasn't finished.
The sturdy Blue Devil
captain redeemed himself for
poor play throughout much of
Sunday's basketball game
with Marquette, hitting a
classy jump shot and two
clutch free throws at the end
for a 69-64 victory.
"We just played flawless in
the last five minutes," Duke
Coach Bill Foster said of his
seventh-ranked team. "There
were so many key baskets
right there at the end,
especially Spanarkel with
those free throws."
Until Duke took command
over the 13th-ranked Warriors
at the end, it was a typically
close struggle between two of
college basketball's superpowers.
"Marquette is one heck of a
fine team," noted Foster.
"Despite our good foot
position, they just shot right
over us."
Fifth-ranked Louisville also
won Sunday, taking an 82-72
decision over Virginia Tech.
Several other Top Ten teams
weren't as lucky on an upsetstudded
Saturday,
however.
Top-ranked Notre Dame
was beaten by Maryland 6766; No. 2 North Carolina lost a
66-61 decision to Clemson;
No.4 Michigan State lost to
Nortlftvestern 83-65; No. 8
Illinois was stopped by
Michigan 56-54, and No. 9
Louisiana State dropped a 9380 decision to Georgia.
Elsewhere, No. 3 Indiana
State beat Creighton 77-69;
No
6
UCLA
routed

Washington 86-61; No. 10 Ohio
The game was up for grabs
State downed Indiana 66-63 in at noisy Cameron Stadium in
overtime; No. 11 Georgetown Durham,
until
N.C.,
trimmed American Univer- Spanarkel's jumper from the
sity 88-80; No. 12 Syracuse corner put the Blue Devils
whipped Manhattan 113-68; ahead and a frustrating Duke
No. 14 Texas A&M defeated stall at the end locked it up.
Rice 81-62; No. 15 Texas
Asked to compare Duke
turned back Texas Tech 63-57; with powerful Notre Dame,
No. 16 Temple beat St. Marquette Coach Hank
Francis, N.Y., 65-63; No. 17 Raymonds — whose team has
Texas crushed SMU 98-62; No. played both — diplomatically
18
Alabama
nipped gave credit to each camp:
Mississippi State 68-67; No. 19 "Notre Dame has a deeper
Vanderbilt took a 66-59 bench than Duke, so in a foul
decision over Auburn, and No. situation Notre Dame would
20 North Carolina State have the edge. But, otherwise,
walloped Virginia 87-67.
Duke is better."
Gene Banks and Mike - Darrell Griffith scored 21
Gminski provided Dukewith a
points and Bobby Turner had
ferocious inside game. Banks 20 to lead Louisville over
scored 23 points and Gminksi Virginia Tech. The Cardinals
added 22 and collected a trailed by a point at the half,
but then exploded past the
game-high nine rebounds.

Gobblers behind their two
high scorers.
"We came out the second
half and our defense was able
to shut off their guards from
penetrating, which we had
allowed them to do in the first
half," said Louisville Coach
Denny Crum. "By stopping
their penetration, we put a
stop to their passing off the
ball. We made them force up
outside shots and from there,
we were able to outdistance
them."
Noted Virginia Tech Coach
Charles Moir after the Metro
Conference game: "Louisville
has a very good team — the
best we've played this year.
They certainly deserve every
bit of their national ranking. I
was very proud of my team's
performance today, but what

can you say?"
Larry Gibson's three-point
play with just one second
remaining led Maryland over
Notre Dame.The Terps blew a
12-point lead in the second half
before coming back to win.
A nonchalant Gibson said of
his game-winning free throw:
"It was just a regular free
throw. I tried to think of it like
that and shoot it that way."
Larry Nance scored 21
points and Billy Williams gave
Clemson the lead for good with
a basket with 4:35 left in the
game as the Tigers defeated
North Carolina. Rod Roberson
scored 20 points to pace Northwestern's upset of Michigan
State.
Marty Bodnar's layup at the
buzzer after a steal by Tom
Staton gave Michigan its

victory over skidding Illinois,
which lost its fourth game in
the last five. Walter Daniels
and Eric Marbury scored 24
points apiece to lead Georgia's
upset of LSU.
Larry Bird scored 17 points
and collected 15 rebounds to
pace Indiana State's spotless
Sycamores over Creighton.
The victory was the 18th
straight this year for Bill
Hodges' unbeaten team.
David Greenwood's 24
points and 16 rebounds led
UCLA over Washington.
Carter Scott scored seven
points in overtime to pace
Ohio State over Indiana. In
scoring their eighth straight
Big Ten victory, the Buckeyes
came back from a nine-point
deficit in the last two minutes
of regulation.

Racer Tracksters
*NOTICE*
Take 4th Place Murray State University
CHAMPAIGN, Ill.
— In the event. Atwell was fourth
Richard Charleston and David In 4:10.1, and Odlin was fifth in
Warren grabbed first places in 4:10.5.
Warren ran the 1000 meters
their respective events to help
Murray State to.a fourth place in 2:11.3 for first place in that
finish
Illinois event. David Rafferty finished
in
the
Invitational track meet fourth in 2:13.7.
Murray resumes action in
Saturday.
The meet was the first in- Bloomington, Ind., at the
door action for the Racers this Indiana Relays Friday and
Saturday.
season.
Racers that placed and their
Murray gathered 67 points
to finish back of only host respective events were:
Illinois (95), Middle Tennessee (83%) and Western
MI1F RUN Richard rharleWan, 1st
Kentucky(79).
4 M. Barry Atwell, alh. 4 10 1. Jerry
(Mite.
5th. 4.105
point
Other teams and their
MDT PUT - Stan Simrnore 4th, 514,4
totals were Illinois State,
1494G JUMP -- Evertan Cornelius, 4th.
Cincinnati, 46; Northeast =-414.
POIE VAtll,T - Morn' Smith. 4th, 13Missouri, 25; Kentucky State,
18; Northwestern, 8; ,and
PASH - Corehus,.3rd, 6.31,
Alfred Bream. ith, 8.45
Lincoln.0.
Warren. lat.
- David
.
METERS
1000
Charleston won the mile run 2113, David Rafferty,
4th, 1137
with a time of 4:08.0, and two
JaMmtaut. Jed.
11019-TARD RUN --other team members, Barry 1'54 1, Atwell. 4th, 1 543: Richard
tharlestron. Ilth, 1 56 9
Atwell and Jerry Odlin, placed. 3-0111F, RUN Odin, 5th. $ 507

Would like to ADVISE the area
merchants that it HAS NOT
authorized anyone to Solicite
Advertising for a 1979 FootballPoster-Calender.
Aiterchants should contact the MSU Sports
Information Office if they have been solicited
for advertising of this type.
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Eastern Keeps Perfect
1Mark Intact, Belts Eagles
To Go To 5-0 In OVC
-$
I%

By the Associated Press
Proving tough under pressure, Eastern
Kentucky won its fifth Ohio Valley; Conference basketball game in as many starts
and retained its comfortable two-game lead
r the rest of the OVC.

gastern. 12-4 overall, got 30 points from
James Tillman as the Colonels defeated
Morehead 97-95 Saturday night. Meanwhile,
•• • Western Kentucky moved into a second-place
tie at 3-2 by defeating Middle Tennessee State
72-70 and Austin Peay, 2-4, crept out of the
OVC cellar with a 68-65 win over Murray
State, 1-4.
Tonight, Eastern Kentucky plays at
Western Kentucky and Tennessee Tech, 7-10
• overall and tied at 3-2 with Western for second
place, travels to Murray State. In a nonconference game, Marshall is at Morehead.
•
Aiding Tillman in Eastern's win over
_ Morehead,2-4 in the OVC and 7-9 overall, was
Bruce Jaws with 20 points.
•
Morehead was ahead 88-84 with 3:06
remaining, but Eastern battled back to an 8989 tie less than a minute later, Eastern built a
97-93 lead with 11 seconds to go.
Glen Napier led Morehead with 26 points
while Charlie Clay added 21 and Herbie
Stamper had 16.
In Bowling Green, Ky., Trey Trumbo
scored a layup with four seconds left in the
second overtime to give Western Kentucky its
victory over MTSU, 3-3 in the OVC and 11-7
overall.

The game was tied eight times in the first
half and MTSU had a 32-26 halftime lead.
Regulation play ended with the game tied
62-62 after Western Kentucky used the last
1:15 for a final shot, but Jack Washington's 22footer missed the mark.
Washington attempted a 20-footer after
Western Kentucky had held the ball for
almost three minutes of the first overtime
with the score tied 66-66, but he again missed
a chance to win the game for the Hilltoppers.
Middle Tennessee went ahead 70-69 on a
jump shot by Jimmy Riley with 2:08
remaining in the second overtime, but
Western tied it 70-70 with 1:02 to play on a free
throw by Jackson.
Western Kentucky, 11-6 overall, got 22
points from Jackson. MTSU had the game's
top scorer as Greg Joyner poured in 30 points.
In Murray, Ky., Tim Thomas scored 26
points and Alfred Barney added 15 as Austin
Peay defeated Murray, 3-15 overall, in a
battle of OVC cellar-dwellers.
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OVC Standings
EasterriRy.
Western Ky.
Tenn. Tech.
Middle Tenn.
Morehead
Austin Peay
Murray

Coot.
50.833
32.600
3 2 .600
33.500
24.333
2 4 .333
14.200

Ovall
12 4
11 6
7 10
11 7
7 9
7 11
3 15

Laura Lynn prepares to lay in two of her 20 points against Austin Peay
Saturday night as Elaine Swafford (left) and Susan Dillehay defend. The

only six.
BytONY WILSON
She has now hit 38 of 46(826),
The pair erupted in the while Barris has connected on
Sports Editor
How does it feel, Jean Smith second half for 30 points 41 of 44 (.932). The duo ranks
was asked, to be on the giving between them, and Mounts one-two in Kentucky Women's
end in the second half for grabbed 13 more rebounds for Intercollegiate
Conference
her game-high 18 as the statistics.
once?
"It's nice," said Smith. Racers went oh a 20-6 team to
Murray placed four women
"Really nice." Especially open the second half and were in double figures. Bridgette
since her Murray State never headed.
Wyche, a 5-9 freshman from
women's basketball squad
"Laura just wasn't playing Prince George, Va., pumped
outscored Austin Peay 51-27
well in the first half, so I took in 13 points, and Barri' added
over the final twenty minutes
her out," said Smith. "I think 10, mostly on long-range set
to belt the Governors 77-54 in
that's what she needed. She shots.
an Ohio Valley Conference
The Racers hit 49 percent of
snapped out of whatever was
game in the Sports Arena
bothering her and played their attempts from the field,
Saturday night.
while Austin Peay hit just 42
well."
The Racers had been vic(25 of 60). Murray also
timized the past three games
The Governors fell to 3-10 outrebounded the visitors 42by opponent comebacks, and overall and 0-6 in the con- 32.
it had reached a climax in ference, while Murray imThe Racers host Louisville
Murfreesboro, Tenn., last proved to 9-8 and 3-3.
tonight in the Sports Arena in
week.
Lynn also sank both her free a 5:15 p.m. contest. The game
Murray led by 17 points at throw attempts to move closer will precede the Murrayone time in the second half to Cindy Barris as the squad's Tennessee Tech men's conagainst the Blue Raiders, but leading free throw shooter. test.
Middle rallied to grab an 87-79
Murray State 77. Austin Peay 54
overtime win.
fg fga ft fta reb Pf tp
But something was wrong
Laura Lynn.
9 15 2 2 4 2 20
Saturday night. Murray
Jackie Mounts
8 16 2 2 18 4 18
trailed 27-26 at the half against
Bridgette Wyche
5 9 3 4 4 0 13
Austin Peay, a team that
Cindy
Barris 5 10 0 0 4 2
' 10
hadn't won an OVC game in
Lisa LaMar .
2 2 0 0 1 1 4
two years. So it would be hard
Kim Morris
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
to allow a team to rally that
Marla Kelsch
4 10 0 0 4 2 8
was already ahead.
Barbara Herndon
2 2 0 0 0 0 4
"We were bad, really bad in
Jeanette Rowan
0 7 0 0 4 0 0
the first half," said Smith.
Team Rebounds
5
"We had a terrible practice
Totals
35 72 7 8 42 11 77
Friday, so I kind of expected
it."
Austin Peay - Connie Sinks 7 0-0 14; Jeanne Hinchee 4 2-2
10; Elaine Swafford 3 0-0 6; Doreen Whitmore 4 0-0 8; Golena
Something unexpected was
Rucker 4 1-29; Carol Wood 2 0-0 4; Susan Dillehay 1 0-0 2; Pat
the play of Laura Lynn and
Jackie Mounts, the team's two Claybrone 0 1-2-1.
Halftime 27-26 Austin Peay; turnovers: Austin Peay 19,
jeading scorers. Lynn, who sat
Murray 13; shooting percentages: Austin Peay, fg, 41.6, ft,
put much of the period, had
}ust two points, and Mounts, 66.7; Murray,41.6,87.5.

Rule Changes May Make
More Points For Pro Bowl
michael in the game,tonight's
Pro Bowl would figure to be a
wild and crazy offensive show.
But that "figuring" doesn't
take into account the defensive stars in the annual clash

Pistons Shoot Record
Percent, Thump Clippers
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Kevin Porter is the spark
that ignites the Detroit
Pistons, and he had their
motors running at full speed
Sunday.
The Pistons sank their first
seven shots from the field and
Went on to set a National
Basketball Associaton record
by hitting 69.1 percent from
the field. 56 of 81, in defeating
the San Diego Clippers 128-118.
M.L. Carr led Detroit with
26 poipts.--Peater, the NBA
leader in assists, handed out
19 ti gi• with his 24 points.
.141g.re 440:011.-,41111v Sig
basketball of the season,"
crowed Detroit Coach Dick

Vitale, enjoying a four-game
winning streak. "We got a
great allaround performance
today. We can't get any better
basketball than we are getting
from Kevin (Porter), Leon
(Douglas) and M.L. (Carr).
They are really giving their
maximum."
Elsewhere in the NBA, New
Jersey trimmed Phoenix 117114, Denver beat Chicago 9887, Boston edged Golden State
103-102, Kansas City clobbered
Cleveland 137-109, Indiana
defeated San Antonio 123-110,
Portland beat Philadelphia
116-94. Washington topped
New keg* 122-106 find Les
Angeles trimmed Milwaukee
111-109.

Photo By Tony Wilson
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Murray Turns Tables,
Rallies Past Austin Peay

By the Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - With
people like Earl Campbell,
Terry
Bradshaw, Lynn
Swann, Walter Payton, Roger
Staubach and Harold Car-

Murray State women won 77-54.

between the National Football
League All-Stars.
When the AFC's Campbell
carries the ball, or Bradshaw
looks for favorite receiver
Swann, they'll have to contend
with NFC defenders like Bill
Bergey, Jack Youngblood, Al
Baker and Cliff Harris.
And when Payton, Staubach
and Carmichael are trying to
move the NFC offense, they'll
be looking at an AFC defense
that includes Lyle Alzado, Joe
Greene,. Randy Gradishar and
Louis Wright.
Since the teams have just
one week of practice together,
the NFL has given some edge
to the offenses by writing in
special Pro Bowl rules that
restrict the defenses.
The rules dictate that the
defense must always be in a 43-4 set, play a man-for-man
with a free safety, and cannot
blitz unless the situation is
third down and less than three •
yards to go.
Kickoff time for, tilenationally televised contest is
9 p.m. EST.
•
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ELIMINATE WINTER
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TIRE CHANGEOVER

POLYESTER

Steel

SIZES TO FIT MOST U.S.CARS
Power Streak 78

Tiempo radial's innovative
design keeps you on
the go all winter long.
through slush or snow,
wet road or dry. Anti
the smooth, quiet ride
lets you forget about
spring change-over
Tiempo - the one
tire that does it all!
Only from Goodyear,

$

P155/80R13 or
P155/80R15 blackwall,

OUR
PRICE
$25.00
$28.00
$30.00
$33.00
$35.00
$33.00
$35.00

P185/75R13
P195/75R14
P205/ 75R 14
P215/75R14
P225/75R14
P205/75R15
P215/75R15
0225/75R15
P235/75R15

BR78-13
ER78-14
FR78-14
GR78-14
HR78-14
FR78-15
GR78-15
HR78-15
LR78-15

_

Piss
F.E.T.aal
e4dUr.

$1.69
$2.03
$2.22
$2.38
$2.61
$2.44
$2.66

ism clam - If we sell out of your size we
wiil issue you a rain check, assuring future
delivery at the advertised arks.

plus $t 59 or $171
T. and old tire

FE

Fits

Phi

Ytift..0

F I.T and
old tini

$46.00
$61.00
$66.50
$69.50
$74.00
$68.50
$71.00
$77.00
$82.50

$2.00
$2.36
$252
$2.62
$2.80
$2.61
$2.79
$2.95
$3 09

Deep-biting lugs for traction when
you need it most.
Choose 6 95-14,
6.50-13, A71-13, or
5.60-15 blackwall plus
44C to 50C F.E T
depending on size
No trade needed

Also available in
Import car sizes

OTHER SIZES AT SIMILAR PRICES

RV White Spoke Wheels
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4for $109
Size 15o
Tile-added tout.n for any light
truck, van or RV. Eight gleaming while spokes in dished
rim Lug nuts and cap extra
Expert Wheel Service also Available: • Mounting • Balancing • Bolt pattern available for
Allgoinent
most popular vehicles

Lube & Oil Change

$588

An
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A78-13 blackwall, plus
E1.63 F.E.T. and old tiro

B78-13
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
H78-14
G78-15
H78-15

OUR
.,„.........

CO
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Slackwall
Size

Metric
Size
Whitewall
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Fits Most Fords, Chev, Ply,& Compacts
All-Weather Battery $
A rugged, dependable battery loaded
with quality features. Instant-on performance. designed for vehicles with minimum electrical need'. Goodyear has the
right battery for whatever you drive
compact. full-size, van or RV.

HELPS PROTECT MOVING PARTS HELPS INSURE QUIET OPERATION.
• Chassis lubrication and oil change•Please
call for appointment • Includes light trucks

95

For Group Sizes 22F, 24, & 24F

• Inspect and rotate 4 tires • Inspect suspension
and steering systems • Set camber, caster and
toe-in to proper alignment
Most U.S made cars - unlIw unasirts

]

Engine Tune-Up

3988

$

Parts extra if require,:
Excludes front wheel
drive & Chevettes

HELPS PROTECT TIRES AND VEHICLE PERFORMANCE.

liecoijicc
d ,„„,
Just Say'Charge It' I r,s, a :

fou
Ph
fo I

FREE INSTALLATION

Front-End Alignment

$1588

rer
do
wa
ga

and old
• battery

and Free Tire Rotation

Includes up to
5 Quarts major
brand 10/30011.
Oil fitter extra
if needed

CO

Price includes listed parts
and labor $4 less for electronic
iBmtion. No extra charge for
air conditioned cars.
$34.11111 - 4-cyl. $411.11 - Styr

HELPS INSURE QUICK COLD WEATHER STARTS.
• Electronic engine starting and charging systems analysis • Install new points, spark plugs.
condenser and rotor • Set dwell and engine timing • Adjust carburetor • Includes Volkswagen,
Toyota, DatsUn and light trucks

Use any of these 7 other ways 10 buy Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master
Charge • Visa • American Express Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash

Confidence Starts Here

GoodyearService Stores
Store Manager Robert I. Rudolph, Jr.

/21 S. 12th Streit 11-161747, Ky.

Goodyear Service StOre

Stars Ili'

Lai. sell MN

Bally - Sees Friday entail:611p.m.
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753-0595
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The Winners
Connors Polishes Off Ashe
For U.S. Pro Indoor Title
PHILADELPHIA --- Jimmy
Connors, the top seed, never
lost his intensity Sunday in
defeating a rejuvenated
Arthur Ashe 6-3,6-4,6-1, to win
the $40,000 first prize of the
$250,000 U.S. Pro Indoor
Tennis Championships.
The 35-year-old Ashe started
slowly, just as he had against
Vitas Gerulaitis, when he
rallied from a two-set deficit
for the semifinal victory
But Connors didn't allow
him any breathing room to
recover in the lopsided contest
that lasted only one hour, 56
minutes.
Even when I was up two

A.,

sets, I knew how he came back
Saturday," said Connors, who
won 14 of the 15 sets he played
in capturing this tournament
for the third time in four
years. "I just wanted to keep
the pace up and get off."
Connors did so with stinging
baseline shots that kept Ashe
pinned against the baseline.
Ashe was never allowed to
volley as effectively as he had
in reaching the finals and was
forced to scramble.
Ashe also admitted he felt
the effects of his 32-hour
marathon
duel against
Gerulaitis.
"I feel like somebody just

beat me with a stick," Asbe
said. "Sure, I felt a little tired.
Anybody would have felt
fatigued today. I don't care
who you are.
Connors held his serve in the
third game of the first set to go
up 3-0 with the help of three
unforced errors by his opponent. Both players held
serve, and in the ninth game,
Connors took the set on his
serve when Ashe netted a
backhand.
After dropping the second
set, Ashe appeared to be
mounting a comeback in game
two of the third set when he

had Connors at break points,
thanks to two double faults
But he erred twice with his
backhand to give Connors the
game.
Ashe, who won this tournament back in 1967, knocked
off three of the world's top 10
players
this
week
—
Gerulaitis, Vitas and Brian
Gottfried. He also defeated
Bernie Mitton and Marty
Riessen en route to the fianls.
In doubles, the top-seeded
team of Wojtek Fibak and
Tom Okker knocked off
second-seeded Peter Fleming
and John McEnroe, 5-7, 6-1,63.

I

THINK ABOUT THIS...
You Can Save About

$839.28 A Year

Fuzzy Zoeller May-Change
Plans After San Diego Win

By the As elated Press
consecutive weeks in the
SAN DIEGO — Fuzzy
middle of April — "just about
Zoeller had arranged his
my wife's due date," Zoeller
playing schedule carefully
said.
this year, keeping clear the
Zoeller, one of the game's
two middle weeks of April.
longest hitters and more noted
"My wife's expecting our
free spirits, nailed down his
first child in the middle of
first tour title in something
April," Zoeller said. -That's
approaching ease. He started
the most exciting, best thing
the day two shots in front of
that's ever happened to me.
the pack, was three ahead
"I'm
committed
for most of the stormy day
and
everything up until then, but I
eventually won by five after
had arranged it to be home
scoring a meaningless birdie
when she's due. Now, it looks
on the final hole of the South
like I won't be there."
course at Torrey Pines.
His first career victory on
lie finished with a round of.
the PGA Tour came in wind,
par 72 — one of only five
rain, a few flurries of snow,
scores at par or better in
cold and hail Sunday at the
brutal weather — and claimed
Andy Williams-San Diego
$45;000 from the total purse of
Open. And it suddenly made
$250,000 with his 282 total, six
him eligible for two of golf's
under par.
premier events, the Masters
"This is going to help me,"
and Tournament of Chamhe said. "It's going to be great
pions. He has never before for
my confidence. There are
played in either. They come on
two questions everyone has to

answer when they come out on
the tour: 'Can I make it?
Then, if I make it, can I win?'
You have to prove it. Now I've
proved it. That will help. That
will make the second one
come easier."

with Lee Trevino, Victor
Regalado and Jerry Pate, all
with 74s.
Zoeller, V and carrying a
sturdy 190 pounds on a 5-foot10 frame, ranks among the
game's longest hitters. He has
shown improvement in his
four previous years on the
tour, winning more than
$100,000 last year.

Tom Watson, the Player of
the Year for the past two
seasons, made his first start of
1979 a good one. Prepping for
the defense of his title in the
The improvement, he said,
Bing Crosby National Pro-Am was due to his wife.
this week, Watson played hp
"I used to do my share of
last nine in 33. That gave him drinking — imbibing, getting
71 and a tie for second at 287.
drunk — whatever you want to
He shared second with Bill call It. About four—nights
a
Kratzert, Artie McNickle and week. When we got engaged,
I
Wayne Levi. Levi had the figured I had to straig
hten up
day's best round,68. McNickle my act a little."
shot 72 and Kratzert 74.
His victory, nailed down on
Jerry McGee, the second- a string of 11 pars, really
round leader, took himself out hasn't hit home, Zoeller said,
of it with a double bogey on the but he is convinced it is "the
14th hole. He had to birdie No. second most important thing
18 to salvage 76 and a tie at 288 that's happened to me."
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A Million A Year?
Guidry Could Be First To Make That Amount
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Who's going to be baseball's
first $1 million-a-year player?
"It has to come, they're
inching closer," former
Giants' star Monte Irvin was
saying just the other day at
ceremonies announcing
teammate Willie Mays'
election into baseball's Hall of
Fame.
Somebody asked "Say Hey
Willie" how much he thought
he would be worth in today's
inflated market.
"If Jim Rice is worth PA
million, I figure I would be
worth $8 million," replied
Mays, not one to succumb to
false modesty.
"Ten million at least,"
whispered Irvin standing in
the wings.
"In Willie's day, the magic
salary figure for the baseball
superstar was $100,000 so you
can see how far we've come,
10 times greater now."
Big Dave Parker came close
to the new plateau last Friday
when he signed a five-year
contract with Pittsburgh for a
reported $4.5 million. Broken
down, that's puts his yearly
wage at $900,000, highest in the
game.
Earlier, Pete Rose signed a
four-year contract with the
Phillies for $3.4 million,
followed by Jim Rice's

agreement to keep playing
with the Boston Red Sox for
$5.4 million covering seven
years.
It will be interesting to see
how much the New York
Yankees have to shell out to
Rod Carew if they land the
perennial American League
batting champion.
Although pro basketball has
the highest average pay scale
— around $147,000 — baseball
has moved ahead of both
basketball and football in
rewarding its most glamorous
performers.

Allis Gilmore, basketball,
$650,000.
Kareern
Abdul-Jabbar.
basketball,$625,000.
Darrel McHargue, jockey,
$600,000.
Reggie Jackson and Catfish
Hunter are also in the $600,000
range along with hockey's Ulf
Nilsson.
With Rose, Rice and Parker
having signed long-term
contracts, the question is who
will be the first to reach the $1
million-a-year figure? One
man's guess: Ron Guidry, the
Yankees'slingshot.

i
Beat the rising cost
of living by rising
newspaper coupons.
An average week oUnewspaper coupons
is
about 816.14, this amount for 52 week
s is
8839.28.
And remember other specials with
out
coupons represent a great savings. Subs
cribe
to...

Sports At A Glance
Golf
SAN DIF,G0 Al' • - Top final scores
and money-winnings Sunday in the $005,'
as Andy WilliatrueSan Diego Open Golf
Tournament on the 7,047-yard, par-72
South course at the Torrey Pines Country
Club
Fuzzy Zoeller, $46,008
7$47-67-72--303
Tom Watson. $16,500
74-70-71-71--M7
Bill Kratzert, $16,500
73-11143-74-M7
Wayne Levi. $16,500
711411-7348--207
Artie McNtckle. $111,3110
73-71-71-72-007
Jerry McGee. $8,094
7147-74-79-X8
Lee Trevino, 66,094
754111-70.74--Mi
Victor Regalado, 116.1194
71-73-70-74-268
Jerry Pate. $6.01
72-70-73-74-M11
Scott Simpson. $6.000
73-73-71-72-V0
Larry Nelson. MOM
7748-70-74-20
Keith Fergus. 116,000
74-73-72-70-209

Murray Men's Box
John Randall
Kenney Hartunons
Torn Adams
Keith Oglesby
Herman Boyd
Mike Diederick
Barry Snow
David Lowry
Team Rebounds
Totals

Here is the rundown of the
aristocrats of sports:
Dave Parker, baseball,
$900,000.
Pete
Rose, baseball,
$850.000.
O.J. Simpson, football,
$800,000.
David Thompson, basketball,$800,000.
Julius Erving, basketball,
$700,000.
Vida
Blue,
baseball,
$700,000.
Bjorn Borg, tennis,$690,000.
Pete Maravich, basketball,
$650,000.

MURRAY 65
7
9
2
3
2
2
0
0

9 6 7 9 4 20
18 2 3 5 4 20
6 5 5 4 5 9
8 0 2 7 2 6
2 0 0 4 2 4
2 0 0 1 0 4
3 2 2 1 2 2
0 0 0 0 1 0
4
25 48 15 19 35 20 65
AUSTIN PEA Y 68
Tim Thomas
II 17 4 4 3 4 26
Alfred Barney
5 11 5 6 9 4 15
Curtis Webster
5 7 2 4 4 4 12
Steve Mitchell
3 7 0 0 8 5 6
Larry Kingery
„
4 1 2 0 1 3
Cere Myrick
0 3 2 2 0 0 2
Jimmy Blanford
1 6 0 0 1 3 2
Mack Smith
0 1 2 2 0 1 2
Gerald Harris
0 1 0 0. 1 2 0
Ronnyklarris
0 2 0 0 0 1 0
Team Rebounds
4
Totals
26 49 16 20 30 25 68
Halftime: 39-28 Murray. Turnovers: Murray 14, Austin
Peay 10. Shooting percentages: Murray, fg, 52.1;
ft, 78.9;
ustin Peay,53.1,80.0.

College Basketball
College Basketball Scores
By The Associated Press
Satarday's Resells
EAST
Brandeis 72. Norwich Si
Brown 61, Cornell 56
Flucknell 101, Rider 82
Cameos 89, Providence 74
Coast Guard 70, MIT 47
Dartmouth 55, Vermont 44
Fairfield 70, Fordham 65
Indiana. Pa. 75, F,dintoro 56
La Salle IS, Drexel 72
Lafayette M. WChester St 62
!crush 70. Delaware 64
Merrimack 54, Tufts 49
New Hampshire 76, Colgate 75 .
Old Dominion 65, Navy 62
Pitt 50. Penn St 44
Rutgers M. Villanova 55
St Boruiventure 71. Niagara 71,SOT
St Francis, Pa 17. Buffalo 01 Seton Hall 64. Army 57
Siena 77, Northeastern 17
Syracuse 113, Manhattan 88
Temple 65, St P'rara-ia.NY 63
Yale 67, Columbia 82
SOUTH
Alabama 68, Mississippi St 67
Appalachian St. 7$, Marshall 116
Austin Peay SIX Murray St 65
Bluefield St. 73, W Va Tech 58
Campbell 17, NW Louisiana 64
Citadel 79, Tenn -Chattanooga 71
(lemon 16, N. Carolina 61
F. Caroline 86. Georgia Tech 64
Eckerd 71, Cent. Florida 70
Florida AkM 71, Bethune-Cookrnan 66
Florida St 10. Cincinnati 77
Furman 97, Davidson 14
Georgetown, D C. M. American 80
Georgia 93. ISU IS
Jackson St 65, Wis -Milwaukee 61
Jacksonville $4, Ala -Birmingham 74
Kentucky 87, Florida Si
Louisiana Tech 93, Tesas-Arlirszton
Maryland 67, Notre Dame M
Mississippi M. Tennessee 64
Morgan St. 70, S. Carolina St Hi
N C Charlotte"), So Florida 61
N Caroline 81.011, Virginia 87
S CarolinaS. Wam & Mary 54
S Mi
IS. Mamas IS
SF: LiderMili,IseTtstreeMit St. 72
SW Louisiana 71, McWassa IL 71
Stebt4991, George WasMagion M
-femme* M. 74, Kentucky St 70
Vanderbilt It Anbarn 511
Vs Commonwealth IS. Richmond 97
Wake Forest 69, Rhode Island 17, 07
Wash it lee 111 Bridgewater. Vi 71
W Carolina 15, V061 00
WEentucky 72, Kiddie Tennessee 70

strowr
SiHal 75. Miami. Ohio 74
Routing Green 75, F Mulligan 79. ITT
flutter M. Xavier, Ohio 14

Cent Michigan 77. Toledo 40
Dayton 120. Ashland 90
DePaul 87, Illinois St 69
Indiana St 77, Creighton 69
Iowa 81, Minnesota 64
Memphis St M. St Louis ;Michigan 56. Illinois 54
Missouri 83, Kansas St 79
Nebraska 64, Kansas 64, OT
New Mexico St $0, Drake 66
N Michigan 77, Akron 66
Northwestern 83. Michigan St
Ohio St 66, Indiana 63. OT
Ohio U 94, N Illinois 78
Oklahoma 98. Iowa St 83
Oral Roberts 91. Oklahoma
Purdue 73, Wisconsin 60
Tulsa IS. Wichita St 86
W Michigan 65, Kent St 61
W Texas St 79. Bradley 78 207
SOUTHWFST
Arkansas 63. Texas Tech 57
Baylor 77, TCU 89
E Texas St 71, Angelo St 66
Lamar 77. Arkansas St. 71. OT
N. Texas St. 73, Houston Baptist
Pan American 99, Hardin-Sono-0,r ,
Texas IS. STell C
TezaaA&Mli. Rice 62
Texas Lutheran 111, Pious
Texas Southern IT Grambling 71
FAR WEST
Air Force 89, DOOM, Neb 62
Amami 66. 76, Arizona la
Colorado $3, Oklahoma St 55
Idaho St 79, Gooses. 75
,
long Beach St 70, UC-Santa Barb
66
Montana 51 57, Montane 50
New Mexico 102. Nev -Las Vegas 99
Oregon 611, Stanford 56
Oregon St 71. California 51
St Mary's. raid 83. Nevada-Bei, s
San largo St IL Texas-F.1 Paso t'
San Francisco 94, Santa Clara 86
So California 67 Washington St 61
UClA 51, Washington 61
Utah 96. Colorsdo St 75
Utah St 114, San _lose St 119
Weber St 114, N Arizona 67
Wyoming 71, Brigham Your* 66 in
TOURNAtifENTR
Calsand Clam&
Cloampleashia
Region college 711, ronnortieut
Third Paste
Baty Ones 7$, Messachutratts 74
Sasamys Games
KAaT
St John's 47,SL Joasph'a,Pa 40

wen;
Duke IS. Marquette at

MIDWEST
Looleville $1, Virginia Tech 72

rAVAR$III/AMMIAMIKIPSOFAIFAILIV/

Wray Ledger 4gr Times
and realize the great savings each week.
Newspaper shopping is a sure way to save.
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
areas served by carriers, $2.75
per month, payable in advance.
By mail in Calloway County and
to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield,
Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear,
Tn., $19.50 per year. By mail to
other destinations, $35.00 per
year.

For More Information
Contact T.P. Delaney, 4r.
Circulation Dept.
AwlaitirmAiiii;wavikspor .4tivioswavelw#A0A0
753-1916
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triReshtlilst, CLASSIFIEDADS!

Election 'Board May Be Asked

I. LEGAL NOTICE ac
h415 been filed in the
P‘

FINAL settlement of
counts
Calloway district court by
Modena Carroll, Franklin
Carroll, and Mary Ann
Lamb, Co Administrators, of
of Fred Lee
Excep
Carroll, deceased
tions to this
ssettlement must

To Repeal computer Tape Rule tA
distributed would be in printed
tapes and discs.
form.
All candidates should have
The board said it took the
access to this data if they
desire to use it in their effort to action to ensure that voter
take their campaign to the registration information could
people of Kentucky," he said not be used for "improper or
in a letter to the board and commercial purposes."
The advantage of computer
Secretary of State Drexell
tapes to a candidate is that he
Davis.
The board rescinding its or she can obtain selective
previous rule on this point will data from the mass of inbe in the best interest of formation, and produce any
promoting our democratic voter profile desired.
process and consistent with
This also can be done by
the intention of the law of our asking the election board for
commonwealth."
the specific data, but would
In 1976 the election board disclose the candidate's
established a policy under tactics or strategy to butwhich the sale or furnishing of siders.
tapes
was
computer
Atkins tried once before to
prohibited.
broaden release of the rolls.
It said all information
He made a • motion to the
Democratic state central
executive committee last
summer that all candidates be
allowed to obtain names of
precinct committee men,
women and youth leaders.
4 Unusual
Answer to Saturdays Puzzle
The committee turned down
5 List
the request, partly on the
Letter abbr. L330 0230 00
Ud20 CE120 00 basis that it would present a
7 Near
8 Portuguese LIU 0UM0 U00
monumental logistics
currency
Ild SUM 2000 Problem.

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT-, Ky. (AP) —
The state Board of Elections
may be asked at its meeting
today to repeal a rule against
distribution of computer tapes
of voters to candidates.
The secretary of state has
denied Democratic gubernatorial candidate George
Atkins access to such computer lists and he has appealed to the attorney
general's office.
Atkins,
an
antiadministration contender, is
relying on the Open Records
Law to obtain the data.
Atkins indicated he would
ask the board to rescind its
rule against distribution of the

the estate
be filedcourt
intheCalloway
district
beforeof
February
7,
1979,on theorW.date
hearing. Frances
A

Shea.

Clerk.
PERIODIC settlement of
accounts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
0.H. Jones, committee for
Lonnie Wallace Paschall,
incompetent. Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway district court
ou

IRANIANS CEUBRATE — Celebrating the departure of Mohammed Reza Shah
Pahlavi, the dekntown streets of Tehran was crowded with marchers that carried
photographs of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, self-exiled Moslem religious leader.
(AP Laserphoto)

Most Patients At Baby Nursing
Home Never Get To Go Home

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Soscs.

6 Peels
11 Epi
12 Gravestones
14 Negative
prefix
15 English
streetcar
17 Key
18 Knock
20 Baylonian
hero
23 Fruit drink
24 Portico
26 Build
28 Hypothetical
force
29 Taut
31 Admires
33 Opera
"
— singer
35 Weight units
36 Crime
M otor-ixers
42 Above Sinned
1115 Nerve nett
. work
* Unusual
48 Shades
50 Inlet
51 Man's name
53 Pith *met
55 Conjunction
36 Moon goddess
50 Negligent
61 Hinder
62 Look fixedly
DOWN
1 Pontius —
'2 Printer's
measure
3 River island

By MARC HUMBERT
Associated Press Writer
ALBANY, N.Y.(AP) — St.
House
and
Margaret's
Hospital forBabies is a bright,
airy place. But most of its
patients will never go home,
never go to school, never play
9 Opera role 0101M1 03810 000
ball.
10 Rarely
The secretary of state's
iii
P 00
More than half of the infants
11 Initial
U121130UU 000000 office in refusing Atkins' who arrive at St. Margaret's,
13 Sows
133 3003 030G1ZJ request for tapes, said in a one of only a few such nursing
16 Female
11100 MOO MOO letter to Atkins' attorney, Ed homes in the United States,
horse
Winterberg:
slag MOO DO
19 Pools
are terminally ill. Most live
JOU 3000 00 "This response denied only less than a month.
21 Den
22 Performer
000 300121 0000 the request for computer discs "Most of our discharges last
25 Away
MUM OMB E1000 and tapes, and does not deny year were because of death,"
27 Singing
36 HUfficgS
the precinct lists permitted by said Diane Haines, director of
49 Barracuda
voice
37 Truly
52 — worth
(statute)."
nursing.
30 Upset
38 Depression
54 Wine cup
It said'Davis has no choice
"About two-thirds of the
32 Chemical
40 Indolent
57 Compass pt. but to follow the election
compound
babies have severe birth
11 Raises
58 Interjection
_board's established policy.
34 .1)_anishi....._44_Loveo one
, SO Negative
defects and genetic-related
land
.17 Glen
prefix
disorders," explained administrator Clinton Lewis.
In 1914, Secretary of State
of_the--others,are hereWilliam Jennings Bryn— "Most
because of accidents, eithet at
issued the order requiring
they are
photographs on passports birth or when
young:"
issued in the United States.
are
children
Some
hydrocephalic, their heads
Fast Hu Service
swollen into grotesque shapes.
At Big Distort
Despite the deformities, there
is always affection. The
babies need it. The staff
provides it.
For
Pay Only
"There always seems to be
44
WIUII
PrIntS
lour Good
someone who takes to a
FILM, FLASH CUBES, particular child," Lewis said.
CAMERAS, FRAMES, "It doesn't matter what the
child looks like; there always
Artcratt Studios
seems to be somebody with a
Ill
special feeling."
aware Ai Oar D.r.
Distr. by tnted Feature Syndicate,
The staff of 65 is aided by 30
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DEVELOPING
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So.

7S3-003.5

HE REALIZES THAT HIS
GIRL BACK HOME DOESN'T
LOVE HIM ANL( MORE..EVEN
THOUETH SHE JUST SENT
14IM A BOX OF COOKIES...

HE-RES THE WORLD WAR I
FISINE,ACE SITTING IN A
SMALL CAFE IN FRANCE

HMM
LET
GUESS ---

_

YOU
T-- GOTHROUGH
LIFE JUST

GUESSING

HOW DO YOU
TO—
HOLD A JOB
-WHEN YOU
GROW UP?

—EXPECT

I'M GOING TO
---WEATHERMAN

I ONLY ASKED
HOW YOUR DAY
WAS

ARBAGE
C(.9
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1110r,2iSA/A.41 ,
Kir& MOTHER 21(7.., AND ALL THE MOTHERS
BEFORE HER...

on ordate
before
FebruaryrFrances
y 7,1979,
the
of.hearing.

VAVE, THIS IS TERRIBLE!
so-iE
7t7U'VE GOT TO
HAGN T
PONE
TO HER.._.5TOP HER
FRCiAA POING THI5
ANYTHING
CRAZY THING
YET,
LILY.

TALK

W. Shea, Clerk,
A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Farris,
James
Ed
Administrator, of the estate
of Aubry Farris, deceased.
Exceptions to
on
must be filed
fil

this settlement
or date
beforeof
February
7,
1979,
the
hearing. Frances W

Shea,
Clerk.
A7 PERIODIC settlement of
accounts has been filed in the
Calloway
court by
McElrath,
Anna
Mae
committee for Charles D.
McEfrath,
incompetent.
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
district court on or before
--February 7-,--19.79, the date of
hearing. Frances W. Shea,
Clerk.
NOTICE TO Creditors. The
following estate fiduciary
appointments
have
been
made in the Calloway

district

students from the training principal reasons why there
school for child care are more terminally ill
technicians
that
St. babies:
infants
who
Margaret's runs, and at times previously would have died
all the workers feel the very quickly survive medical
emotional drain of their work. crises longer today due to
"We had one child here for improved hospital care, and
more than three years," doctors are prolonging lives
Lewis said. "The parents with extraordinary measures
never came. But when the because they fear malpractice
child died the father came and suits.
filed
with the fiduciary within six
spent all day here. He was
Another reason that they
months
of
of
date
very upset.
are brought to St. Margaret's
qualification.
Earl Adams, deceased,
remember him saying, is that hospitals, geared to
William Carroll, Rt. 1,
We didn't come to visit, but making people well, are exMurray, KY, Executor
she was with us every day.' I pensive.
Richard R. Cullom, 2103
Care
at
St.
Gatesborough, Murray, KY,
can't say they weren't in- Margaret's costs $45 a day —
deceated, Rowena J. Cullom,
volved."
and it's geared to the dying
2103 Gatesborough, Murray,
KY, Executrix
The administrator said baby's needs.
Telous McDougal, Rt. 6,
officials of the Episcopal
"We make the babies as
Murray, KY, deceased,
Church-related facility want comfortable as possible and
Estelle McDougal, Rt. 6, Box
to convert a room—intosustain them nutritionally-11111r-_87.Mutrav.,...KY,Executr
Audrey Edwards, Rt. 1,
chapel or a meditation area.
ice will not intervene to
Hazel, KY, deceased, Ralph
Edwards,aRt. 1, Hazel, KY,
"Not just for the parents, , prevent death when it's
Executor view cierst7„, _
Au/Les° for the,staffs."hesaid,---ineo.italalapAt least,Allays gagF:The 58-crib facility began as _ policy," said Mrs. Haines.
2. NOTICE
a foundling home in 1883 and
FOR WATKINS Products,
"But when you are on duty
contact Holman Jones, 217 S
has cared for children ever and a baby has stopped
13th., phone 753 3128
since. Its present facility was breathing, what do you do?"
FREE STORE. 7594600.
built in 1973. The annual she said. "Sometimes you
budget is about $800,000.
have to intervene. I would
Its A
-More and more of our never reprimand a nurse for
Fact
cases are terminally ill doing that. They won't be
Free Gift
babies," said Lewis. "The working here forever and they
Wrapping
average length of stay has have to live with their conIs A Specialty Al
fallen to less than a month."
sciences the rest of their
Starks Hardware
Lewis said there are two lives." 12th & Poplar
753-1727
FREE PARKING!

district
court.
All
claims
against
these estates should be

Vietnamese Army Is In
Trouble In Cambodia

By DENIS D. GRAY
to report that life is gradually
returning to normal after the
Associated Press Writer
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) four-year blood bath and
— The Vietnamese army still national disruption resulting
has the upper hand in Cam- from the Pol Pot governbodia, six weeks after it in- ment's radical communist
vaded the country to install a revolution.
said
broaacast
pro-Hanoi government, but it
A
is in trouble, say Western and representatives from the 19
Thai military analysts in provinces met in the capital
Bangkok.
over the weekend, but no
Although the analysts details were given.
consider claims of military
success by the forces of ousted
Premier Pol Pot to be
exaggerated,they_say fighting_
continues at a number of _.
points, and the 100,000-man
invasion force seems to have
lost the momentum that took it
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
300 miles across the country to Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall has
the Thai border in a few received the endorsement of
weeks.
the state AFL-CIO in her bid
Cambodian troops who for the Democratic guberremained loyal to Pol Pot and natorial nomination in the
his Khmer Rouge government May primary.
blew up the bridges on the
Five other Democrats also
major highways out of Phnom received the backing of the
Penh as they retreated, the labor organization's political
sources explain, and the action committee Saturday:
Vietnamese are having
—Former
state
Rep.
trouble moving their artillery Richard Lewis of Benton, for
and other heavy equipment. lieutenant governor.
Ambushes also are a problem.
—State Treasurer Frances
Pol Pot's fugitive radio Jones Mills, Frankfort, for
station, which broadcasts secretary of state.
from southern China, claimed
—Secretary of State Drexell
that his forces Davis, Frankfort, for state
today
"liberated" nearly all of treasurer.
southeastern Cambodia and
— Louisville
attorney
advanced to within 11 miles of George Salem Jr., for state
Phnom Penh from the south.
auditor of public accounts.
"The Vietnamese invaders
—State
Rep.
Steven
in Phnom Penh are losing Beshear, Lexington, for atmorale and their fighting torney general.
spirit," said the broadcast.
The AFL-CIO represents
"They are in a panic because about 220,000 members in
they cannot communicate about 700 union locals across
with the outside. All the roads the state.
leading from Phnom Penh to
Labor officials said support
the provinces are under our will include financial concontrol."
tributions, voter-registration
The broadcast also claimed drives, mailings to union
thsat Kompong Chhnang, a members and get-out-the-vote
major town with a military efforts on election day.
airfield on the highway to
northcentral Cambodia, was
CLASSY PAPERBOY
under attack and the Viet- STIRLING, Scotland (AP)
namese there were under — At the Leckie estate a
distinguished figure makes
siege.
Pol Pot's station claimed on the newspaper rounds on
Sunday that the guerrilla Sunday mornings.
He is Viscount Younger
army had encircled six major
capitals and recaptured some Leckie, 72-year-old Lord
of the temples at Angkor, the Lieutenant of Stirling and
ancient capital in northwest Falkirk. His son, George
Cambodia. Analysts in Younger, 47, Tory MP for Ayr,
Bangkok considered these says:
"We take turns on Sunday to
,claims to be exaggerated.
go two miles to pick up the
'Radio Phnom Penh, new
the hands of Hanoi's proteges, newspapers and deliver them
the National United Front for around the estate, as we can't
National Salvation, continues get anyone to do it locally,"

It. Gov. Stovall
GetsAFLCIO Nod;
Others Get Backing

FREE STORE. What is it?
Free Store is a facility set up
and operated by Bible Facts.
What does it do? It gives
anyone who are unable to
buy the necessaties of life,
food, clothing, furniture,
medical supplies. How in the
world can you do that free?
By faith and the help of every
one who loves the Lord and
desires to do his will. The
merchants so far contacted,
have been overwhelmingly
receptive to this form of
charity to the people who
have a real need. We are a
non-profit Bible teaching
organization and are able to
give reciepts for condonations
tributions
and
when needed for tax purposes. Everyone in Calloway
County who may have items
-of-clothing dishe _furniture—
or anything else they might
wish to contribute to this
effort, and anyone who has a
need of these items are urged
to call 759-4600, Bible Facts,
located on Cherry Corners,
Pottestown Road.

Swimming
Pools
Western Ky. Pools
442-9747
Padre* Ky.
"GOD IS LOVE." There is no
power on earth greater than
love. Let us show you how
you too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape, Call 759
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL.FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJP-AM,Sundays at 12:30.
REDUCE SAFE & fast with
GoBese tablets and E Vap
"water pills", Holland Drug,
109 S 4th.
WHAT WE do best
care
Needline, 753-6333.

Check
Your
Ad

.i.:,: . . . .,.,.
idi
first insertion of ads for
corr•ctions

a

NI

are

Advertis•rs

requested to check the

2 NOTICE
WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives. If you had
pictures made at Love's
during the past 25 years, we
can supply you with reprints.
Carter Photographic Studio,
restore
753:8298.
old photographs.

We copy and

en
03

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
•Weddings
*Portraits

7534298
s
S. LOST & FOUND
FOUND: A crippled white
and orange male Setter bird
Call Franklin Rushing,
753-2713.
LOST: LARGE female dog,
tan with brown, mixed with
'German Shepherd. Call 759.
1 2".
d°
169
LPN student lost 2
diamond rings and $24 in a
cigarette case, January 24th between 4 and 5 o'clock at the
Special Education building
or Owen's Food Market. If
found, contact owner at 7591139 or 436-2117 otter 4.
Reward is offered.

LOST:

LARGE MALE, black and
white part pointer bird dog,
wearing tlea_collar. Lost in
-vicinity of Hwy. 94 east and
east Y subdivision. Will offer
a reward. 753-5693.
MISSING: BEIGE Sheep
dog, since Monday. Child's
pet, last seen in the vacinity
of Fairview Acres and 121
South. If you have any information please phone 7537116 or 753-7531.
6. HELP WANTED
DEALER FOR national
building stone to be used as
residential and commercial
building. Call (812) 275-6510.
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WILSON
_Wants& ticomod amid Woe
iniespiriiii'lie am Inc
retested Is working Ilia
Murray area. Cadet/ Waym
Whoa,753-3263.
GOOD JOBS available now!
Service veterans E-4 and
above. Immediate openings
for all honorable discharged
vets out less than 48 months.
positions,
paying
High
retirement,
outstanding
incentives such as technical
schools or assignments.
Steady advancement. Call
Navy (502) 753-6439. ' —
SECRETARY,
LEGAL
typing
and
shorthand
required. Send resume to
Box 45, Benton, KY 42025.

HELP
WANTED
Employment for local
electrical
supply
store. Prefer someone
with knowledge of
electrical supply. Permanent position, good
salary, and fringe
benefits for the right
person. Send resume
to Box No. 32Z.
MAID, FULL or part time.
Merit pay plus bonus plan.
Regal 8 Inn.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
GRADUATE STUDENT
seeks full time employment,
experienced
in
retail
management, clothing and
tailoring, and restaurant.
753-9322.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY

Business
Opportunity
Interested in opening
& owning your own
women's fashion shop
with buying power &
top brands? $18,500
provides everything
you need & n .1c1 to
know. Call T...tytime
collect Mr. Weaver
615-552-0762.
14. WANT TO BUY

WANT TO
BUY
I 4,2 Size bed. Must be in
good condition, with
mattress and box
springs. Call after 5
p.m. 436-2742.
TWIN BEDS, prefer maple
Call 753.8393
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes. Call 502-5271362.
WANTED BABY crib. Call
492 8784
15 ARTICLES FOR SALE

FOR SALE
White portable dishwasher made by Roper
in good condition,
$150. Call 763-5322 after 4:00 p.m.
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GUITAR (HARMONY) with
case, street length mink
coat, stereo turhtable with
two speakers and stand,
three tier stand. Call 7i36844.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
EARLY AMERICAN living
Imi
r`OltrZup:=04/
jaK4,044Q4n,
0011‘
FOR SALE: Twin
'mattress, excellent
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size
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16. HOME FURNISHINGS
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
FOR SALE: four piece
FOR RENT
1973 mobile
iivingroom furniture set,
excellent condition. Call 753- home, 12' X 60', nice, natural
gas
heat,
furnished.
0367.
Location, Mobile Home
Village. Phone 753-3895 or
753-3482.
Used Furniture
FOR SALE or rent: 1972 12'
Used Appliancss
X 65', 3 bedroom trailer,
Nod TV's
complete with carpet. 753
6764.
liodriI Son, Inc.
TRAILER FOR rent. Dill's
215 S. 5th
Trailer
court,
located
Murray Drive Inn theatre
entrance. See Brandon Dill.
LIVING ROOM suite, dinette 30. BUS. RENTALS
set with hutch, bookcase, FOR
RENT: Warehouse
stereo, rocking chair, guitar.
space, 2100 square feet with
C.3117517567.
office, 10' X 12' with air
ONE CHROME dinette table conditioner. Good, safe
and 6 chairs, good condition. location at 4th and Sycamore
Call 435-4121.
Street. Very reasonable rent.
Phone 522-8469.
19, FARM EQUIP.
1978 AB12, single SHOPPING CENTER next,
NEW
phase, Farm Fans crop to Murray State University'
campus has building for rent.
dryer. Phone 1-354-2794.
Equipped with gas heat and
22. MUSICAL
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
WHITNEY UPRIGHT piano, after 5 pm.
$125. 436-2533 after 5 pm.
23. EXTERMINATING

FOR MT
-Commercial
space
on
southside of court-square.
Formerly Children's
now available. For
contact, in
ray,753-12112.

and
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Kelley's Termite
& Pest control
24. MISCELLANEOUS
SALE:
Hydroponic
FOR
greenhouse, used one year.
Call 753.8254.
26. TV-RADIO
TAKE UP payment on 25
under
t.v.
color
inch
warranty. 753-7575.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1972, TWO BEDROOM, gas,
furnished, very nice. 753 4074
or 753- 1877.
TWO,8' X 35' TRAILERS for
sale. 5500 a nd S800. 436-2306.

34. RENT OR LEASE

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4258
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC REGISTEPO 6 month
old Doberman, $85, also 8
month old English Setter,
S75.753-2725 after 5 pm.
3 CARIN TERRIERS, 2
males and I female,1 months old. 489 2310.

311. PETS-SUPPLIES.

43. REAL ESTATE

cold rooms?
Insulate to save dollars.

'low!
and
lings
rged
nths.
ions,
lent,
nical
Call

RY,
ping
e to

The older the house, the harder it is to heat. And even if
your house is only a few years old, you could be wasting
a lot of energy and dollars because of inadequate insulation

Let Us Save You Money
Call

Jackson Purchase
Insulation

We specialize in both
fiberglass & cellulose.
759-1820
247-8986 Collect

Pocketbook
Messer
BORMAl
"
SI
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
-ProlealiaMieryices
With The Frimilif Teach"

issfeE9

ftlron

FOUR UNIT brick apartment building in McKenzie,
Tennessee, Call Paris (901)
642-0633.

too late, located west of
Murray.
Call
753-1492. Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors.-

BOYD-MAJORS
.
"
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Protossional Sen.ices
With The Fnendly Touch" -

With The Friendly Touch-

of city limits. Nice
livable frame home,
on 20 acres, 236' Hwy
frontage.
Ideal
Commercial
or
'residential site. This
property can ONLY
Appreciate In Value.
CHECK THIS TODAY.
. . Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
•
HOUSE AND shop building
on approximately five and
one half acres only 500' from
Kentucky in Cypress Creek
area. Property is desirable
for development for cottages
or
trailers.
John
C.
Neubauer,
Realtor,
1111
Sycamore St. 753-0101.

AN UNDISTURBED natural
setting ideally sets the scene.
for building a h6me with
walkout baiement The 3
rolling acres situated on a
knoll is located on paved
road east of city. Here it
is...dial 753.1492 offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

CHARM AND INDIVIDUALITY . .. .
Are combined in this
lovely Tr -Level 4
bedroom, 2 bath, By.,
located in K
K. swood.
Manyeft
tras
througen , large
family room, spacious_
bedrpoms, ample
closets, central gas
heat. Range, dishwasher, refrigerator,
all draperies included.
Outside storage bldg.
Extra Lot. NEW
LISTING IN HIGH
40's. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

We have two beautiful
lots for sale in.
SubKingswood
division. Paved streets
with city water. These
lots are in a neighborhood of beautiful
homes. To talk about
these or other listings,
call or come by The
Nelson Shroat Co., Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Center,759-1707.

The Nelson Shroat Co.,
REALTORS

NICE SMALL home near the
University on North 18th
Street. Ideal for starter home
or empty nest couple. Two
bedrooms, abestes siding. A
little clean-up and fix.up for
real enjoyment. $26,750. By
appointment only. Fenced
backyard. John C. Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore Street, phone
753.0101. Oaf man Farley, 753
9775.

ANS: You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are gathering
dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.

2.. How can you save money?
ANS: You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified ad
department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of February to sell all those items you
have gathered together.
3. How good a business person ate you?
ANS: You can provethat you are good in business by running your business advertising on the Classified
Pages of The Ledger & Times during the month of February. Every fourth day your classified ad will
run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth day.
Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular customer
of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February you will automatically
receive the benefits from this sale.

"In Bus/riess
Since 1956
733-5646
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The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

GS - iiving
VO A,
size
con.

Murray
Datsun, Inc.
SW So. 12th St.
15 Acres
For Sale
Just n the market,
and located 5 miles
west of Murray, this is
that choice building
site you've been
waiting for. Property
includes lovely 3 acre
wooded building site, 2
ponds, tobacco base,
and 9 acres of private
pastureland for those
horses you've always
wanted. Over 500 feet
of blacktop road frontage. Finest 15 acre
tract we've seen on the
market in the past
couple of years. Don't
let this opportunity
pass, phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for all
the information.

Closed All Day IA'ed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

pinci SHIM 11.2$

PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50

For hospital & house calls please call 753-3685 one
dayia advance.

4•••••••••

1974 T-BI RD. All power,
- loaded,new radial tires, low
mileage, excellent condition,
753-7745.
1977
THUNDERBIRD,
power brakes and steering,
AM-FM tape, tilt wheel,
cruise, electric seats, windows, door lock and trunk.
Call 753-0370 after 5 pm.
1976 TRIUMPH TR7, loaded,
'air conditioning, 22,000
miles. Call 753-9460.
50. USED TRUCKS
1978 CJ5 JEEP: 14,000 miles,
power steering, VS 304, 4:09
gears, heavy duty cooling
system,
battery,
and
alternator, AM-FM 8 track,
warn 4 ton remote control
winch, roll bar padding, air
shocks all around. Call 7530188.
1974 FORD PICKUP F250,
power steering, brakes, and '
air, 4 speed V8 motor, big
mirrors,$2500. Call 753-8500.
1978 34 TON CHEVROLET,
4 wheel drive, lots of extras
Call 492-8374.

Our Service Department is open for your
convenience. Repair on most all stereos and
Th.(Car and Nome)

World of Sound
753-5865

222So. 12th St.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
Local manufacturer has an immediate opening for
an Industrial Engineer with a time study and
method background. Salary to be commensurated
with ability along with an excellent benefit
program. Send confidential resume, including
salary requirements to:
Industrial Engineer Manager
P.O. Box 3021
Paris,TN 38242
An Equal Opportunity Employer
S.

Shoe Shack
106 N 4tn

PHILLIP B. KLAPPER, MD

Final Clearance

is very pleased to announce
his new 'petition at

Children's And Ladles
Shoe And Boots

300 S. 8th St
----Sttite-304

Nationally Advertised Brands At
Rock Bottom Prices
Professional Fitting

For surgical practice, limited to ears, nose an4
throat.

759-4811

Bank Cards Welcome

• Dial-A-Service
(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)

P.

A

.r. Quality Service Company

WO

0

THE "DRIVE-BY'S and Be
Back's" saw it last week.
Still waiting for a serious
buyer. 39 acre farm South of
Lynn Grove
2.29 acre
tobacco base with barn
Small house A good buy at
1.47,000. John C Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore Street, phone
753-0101, Jim Hester, 759
4985.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
south:Km court Square

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

idarray,ienhmky,

7534451
Fit At_ TORS

,
1
21333.et
4. south 124h at Sycamore
-__ TELEPHONE 7511861

ANS: YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read section
of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount of advertising
you decide to do.

4...er•

Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

01

S. What do you gaim4rom this sale?

with
mink
with
itand,
753

NEW OFFICE NOUNS

"The Gas Savers"

Jelin Smith, better

v Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate wili be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on dassified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No. Days
paid
3
6
9

INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these higti
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753-0605.
MARY K cosmetics, for free
facials or supplies call
Evelyn Willie, 759-1867.
NEED TREES cue? Landoll
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak S25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753 8536.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson 753.7149
after 6 pm.
ROOFING,
FLAT
or
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years
experience. Call 435-4173.
excellent
ROOFING,
Call 753-1486
references.
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
BASEMENT? We
WET
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaranteed. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,Box 409A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night 14.42 7026.

209 Walnut Street

too of Rome! Run an eider
Mom wfth lots of nom end in
IS. comiry? Lit ea iMms
Ms 3 w 4 $1 Moo mu I Vo
seri lot if 944 mod EMI
minitoo of Ky. Las and lb.
UR.. Nice woodo4 lit .1111
forgo wafts' soltaie for
mall shop. Priced al S23,000.

ANS: The sale is open to everyone:

ig
io

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
tree estimates for your
needs.
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Sears tontinuous gutterS
Your
per
installed
specifications. Call Sears
free
estimates.
753-2310 for

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Waldrop Realty1

4. What are the details of this sale?

vn

53. saavicas-OFFERED

759-1716

1. How can you make money?

NT
en?,
tail
and
ant

Now Nome
-New Listing
Brand new 3 bedroom,
2 bath brick home with
central heat and air,
3
4 acre lot.
situated on /
Located northwest of
Murray, and priced in
the upper 30's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for courteous and
competant real estate
service.

Make Money By Saving!

ime.
Ilan.

44. HOMES FOR SALE
Nice 3 bedroom home ASSUME VA loan, 91
/
2 per
on North 641. This neat cent, Lakeway Shores, 2
home has a lot of ex- bedroom frame, 900 square
on lot and 2 53500
tras for only $22,500. feet,
equity. 436-2283. No realtors.
Such extras as gas BRICK HOUSE, 3 bedrooms,
heat, nice carpet, family room, 2 full baths,
range
and near University. 753-5791 or
refrigerator, concrete 753-2649.
drive and a large lot 47. MOTORCYCLES
YAMAHA 650 special,
122 x 396. Call Kop- 1978
perfect condition. Call 753perud Realty 753-1222 7108.
today and see this 49. USED CARS
1978 CAMARO, sky blue, air,
home.
AM-FM tape, 55000. 753-6764.
THINK COUNTRY! If you're 1976 CUTLASS, T TOP, AM
tierd of being cooped up in. FM tape, 5 way power seats CAN'T GET those small jobs
the city!! Plenty of room to and windows, loaded, $4700 around the house or mobile
roam.. nestle
your
home 753 6764 *
home done? Carpentry,
among the trees on this 100
plumbing,
1949 CHEVROLET 59,000 painting,
tract
.
row
crop
55
acres
acre
mile. ln_good orginai aluminum siding, patios,
and have cattle on the other actual
small
concrete
lobs.
tatt 436condition, $750. Call 753,7975.
45...priced to sell! Call 7532562 after 5 pm.
COUPE
CADILLAC
1978
1492 or 437-4446 Offered by
deVille, silver, black vinyl INSULATE AGAINST the
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
top, black interior, 22,000 high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic Insulation and foam-in
miles,$8950. Call 753-9460.
Maley Auction &
1973 GRAND PRIX, new place urea fromalehyde.
estimates,
no
tires, $1500, extra clean. 492 Free
Realty Sales
Kentucky.
obligation.
8648.
coteMittatpoW
Tennessee Insulation, Rt. 7
Auctioneer Ft eattorBox 258, Murray, KY 42071.
Appraiser
(502) 435-4527.
Ph 901 i479-2906 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn

WHAT A DEAL . . .
Owner anxious to sell
1179 Untt•d Feature Sende4M. Inc
this 3 bedroom, almost
king
new hon8
9 'WE REALLY WON'T KNOW HOW CON-a scenic
acres west of Kirksey. 5ERVATIVE "THIS CONGRESS IS UNTIL
Tastefully decorated, WE SEE THEIR EXPENSE ACCOU4T9.1
central electric heat
43. REAL ESTATE
lovely
and
air,
43. REAL ESTATE
fireplace. Extra inAPPROVED
BY
Mother
Nature., unbelievably
sulation, built to
beautiful setting. Lush shade
F.H.A. specs. ONLY
trees surround- your home.
The interior includes 3
$34,900. Boyd-Majors
IllOPPlERUD
bedrooms, 2 oaths, beamed
batty
Real Estate, 105 N.
in .kitchen-den
ceilings
753-1222
12th St.
combination. See before it is

r-

It

Si. CAMPERS
STARCRAFT,
MIDWINTER white sale. Prices
reduced on all travel trailers
and
pop
ups
through
February 15. This means
prices you won't believe.
White's Camper Sales,
located on Highway 94 East;
753-0605.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS 8. Son.
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing Call 1395.4967 or 1 362 4895.
CONCRETE
&
BLOCK
WORK
Block garages,
basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5.476.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and eff icient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
CARPET CLEANING, free
satisfied
estimates,
references. Vibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gaurd. Call Lee's Carpet
Cleaning. 753-5827

43 REAL ESTATE

INVESTORS!!! Check
This new 'listing on 641

Warm me

43. REAL.ESTATE

KEESHAND PUPPIES. AK
C, 6 weeks old, Alaskan type
dog, silver and black. Call
753 3520.

207 Barnett Street in
Hazel is where this
cared for older
home can be found.
Storm doors and windows, carpet, large
garage and
lot,
basic furniture can all
be youis for $18,000.00.

"Heat Pump Specialists" Modern Sheet Metal
FireCarrier
I Service Departments.
•

753-1441

double

Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.

,
•

Taber's
Body Shop

1301 Chestnut-Murray
I

NAT
Murray-Calloway

Chimney Sweeping in the
fins old tradition

County Hospital

153_5131
153-6952

CHIMNEY SWEEPS

Ilestwes: 7511-4S78

-

Phone
753-5351

753-3914

-

Murray,Ky.

I

a

)
Hinman
s
Ofiunrs
REFINISHING 8
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE -Rentals
•Retinishing 8 Repairs
m
•Ctistom Built Furture
•
*Antiql?e Bross Hordwore
*Custom 81,111Kstchen
Cabinets

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

A

th Midnight
7 Days A Week

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
too S. 13th St.

6o

753-7588

753-3134
153-6177

Free
Termite inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Sh rubs

Radio Cab
Company

TAXI CAB
SERVICE

Poison
Control
Center

14 Hour Wrecker
Service

MAGIC

Police

753-1621

753-9290

well

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:

S.

Rau imam. ems, mum',
Omr no4 talky*" "WI aid
Hi

753-5703
so2 N.15121 street
1&41...
,....

49241337. I Hwy.641 So

•
•
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Deaths and Funerals
Vurion Elkins Dies
This Morning With
Rites On Tuesday

LG. Mullins Dies
Sunday; Was Father
Of Mrs. Burkett

Vurion Elkins of New
Concord died this morning at
1:10 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 77
years of age.
The deceased was a retired
farmer and a retired
custodian at Murray State
University. He was a member
of the Bethany Baptist
Church. Born Feb. 16, 1901, m
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Clarence Elkins
and Ira Smith Elkins.
Mr. Elkins is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mary Bucy Elkins,
to whom he was married on
lApril 24, 1937; one daughter,
Mrs. Leonard (Wilma) Liska,
Murray Route 5; one son,
Harry Martin Elkins, New
Concord; one sister, Mrs.
Buren (Demons Allbritten,
New Concord; one brother,
Harold Elkins, Murray Route
5; eight grandchildren; seven
great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
James Fortner and the Rev.
Bob Courtney officiating.
Burial will follow in the
McCuiston Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

L G. Mullins,father of Mrs.
Grover (Doris) Burkett of
Murray, died Sunday at 4:45
a.m. at the Clinton-Hickman
County Hospital, Clinton. He
was 84 years of age and a
resident of Clinton.
Mr. Mullins, a retired
farmer, was a member of the
Salem United Methodist
Church. Born June 12, 1894, in
Adamsville, Tenn., he was the
son of the late John Wesley
Mullins and Mary Crumby
Mullins.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Tennie Stephens Mullins,
Clinton; two daughters, Mrs.
Burkett, Murray, and Mrs.
Alice Gibson, Baton Rouge,
La.; three sons, Wesley
Mullins, Clinton Route 3,
Stevie Mullins, Baton Rouge,
La., and Dr. Auttis Mullins,
Moscow, Idaho; two sisters,
McKnight,
Mrs. Brady
Newbern, Tenn., and Mrs.
Gradie Smith, Union City,
Tenn.; two brothers, Lee
Mullins, Troy, Tenn., and
Brodie Mullins, Kenton,
Tenn.; 12 grandchildren; 13
great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Hopkins-Brown
Funeral Home, Clinton, with
the Rev. Fred Thomas and the
Rev. Joseph Hulmes officiating. Burial will follow in
the Pleasant View Memorial
Gardens in Fulton County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Sharp
The funeral for Mrs. John
Sharp, the former Hugh Ann
Wallace, was held Saturday at
10 a.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Norman Ellis
and the Rev. Martin Mattingly
officiating. Mrs. Oneida White
was organist.
Pallbearers were Otis
Joyce, Van Lane, Paul Lane,
Kelzie Calhoun, Dick Ford,
and Bud Patten. Burial was in
the Hemitite Cemetery in the
Land Between the Lakes.
Mrs. Sharp, 46, of Houston,
Texas, died Tuesday at 10
p.m. at the John Sealy
Hospital, Galveston, Texas
Survivors include her
husband, John Sharp; mother,
Mrs. Carrie Lane Wallace,
Murray Route 3; son, Stan
Wallace Henson, and stepson,
John Sharp; two sisters, Mrs.
Albert Cassity, Jr., and Miss
one
Wallace;
Rebecca
brother, C. C. Wallace.

Kiwanis Essay
Winners Will
Be Announced

Murray Kiwanis Club will
announce the winners Of its
contest for youth called "What
My Family Means To Me"
during a Kiwanis meeting
Feb. 22.
According to a Kiwanis
spokesman, the club received
46 entries from sixth, seventh
and eighth graders in
Calloway County and Murray
city school systems.
"Members of the club were
impressed by what the family
did mean to these young
people and how well they were
able to express it," the
spokesman said.
The club members judged
the themes at their regular
Prices ol stock ol bed intend at
meeting last Thursday night
noon. EDT, today, tdied Os se
at the Sirloin Stockade.
Ledger & Times by Fled al niih9140.

Stock Market

Cp.,o Murray,are as Mom

Industrial Average

4.99

27% -1,48
Air Products
.6/
1
2 -143
American Motors
, 371
/
2 -%
Ashland Oil
American Telephone 633/4
4%B 5/
1
4A
Bonanza
%alit
cnryster41 JPie
Ford Motor
G.A.F.11% -%
8% WIC
General Care
1
2
General Dynamics 90% -/
1
4
58% -/
General Motors
1
4
26% +/
General Tire
181
/
4 +%
Goodrich
13% unc
Hardees
3116 uric
Heublein
312 -1
IBM
/
4
33% +1
Pennwalt
251
/
2 -I-%
Quaker Oats
11%
Tappan
25% unc
Texaco
23/
1
2 -%
Wal-Mart
.22%823A
Wendys

Auto
policy
expiring?
You may qualify for
Allstate's Good Driver
Rates and be entitled to
some discounts,too
Call me and compare.

All

You're in good hands.
n hd•t• I nkorosok Co Northbrook II

See Agents
Bob Billington CPCU
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
Torn Scruggs
Dan Shipley
The

Murray Insurance
Agency
Center

Fire-Rescue Squad
Answers 2 Calls
Two house fires were answered by the Calloway
Sunday. Both houses had
minor damage.
A fire at 1:47 p.m. on Coles
Campground Road started in
the fusebox. The home,
belonging to Howard Sorenson, is about one mile off
Highway 641.
The Eugene Flood home on
Van Cleave Road reported a
fire at 10:56 p.m. The water
heater in the home caught the
insulation on fire.

Census Bureau address
compiling operations for the
1903 census have begun in
Kentucky from an office
located in Louisville, said
Mrs. Alice Du Chane, office
manager.
Temporary workers are
being hired now to begin
putting together lists of addresses from which mailing
labels will be prepared for use
on the 1980 census questionnaires. They will be mailed to
each of some 80 million
households nationwide in late
March 1980. Census Day is
April 1,1980.
Mrs. Du Chane said the
address-collection phase of
the census operation will take
several months to complete.
Also involved are checks of
the lists to make sure all area
dwelling addressess are included.
Census workers will drive or
walk thousands of miles of
streets and roads asking at
each household for a correct
mailing address. These address lists play a vital role in
taking an accurate census
since they are used to record
completed questionnaires
returned by mail.
Households which do not
mail back a completed census
form within several weeks
after Census Day in 1980 will
receive a visit from a census
taker who will interview
householders for the information required on the
questionnaire.
The 1979 address collection
activity in Kentucky is part of
a Census Bureau program
involving 25,000 temporary
workers nationwide to compile lists containing approximately 30 million addresses.. Another 50 million_.
addresses have been puschasedfrom commercial
mailing list companies.
Persons interested in ap-

Dr. Hal Houston's
Articles In
Scientific Journals
Two articles written by Hal
E. Houston, M.D., Murray
surgeon, have recently appeared in scientific journals.
Houston's article entitled
"Breast Augmentation in a
Community Hospital" was
published in the American
Surgeon. -Abdominal Aortic
Aneurysm in Marfan's Syndrome" was the subject of
Houston's paper which appeared in The Journal of the
Kentucky
Medical
Association.
Houston joined the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Medical Staff and began
private practice in Mins* in
1967. A Murray native,
Houston is a graduate of the
University of Louisville School
of Medicine and completed his
surgical residency at Mayo

Livestock Market

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)USDA - Cattle 1600;
slaughter steers 1.00 higher;
heifers 1.75 higher; cows
steady; bulls 1.00 higher;
calves and vealers 1.00-3.00
higher; feeders steady;
Slaughter steers choice 2-4
975-1200 lb 62.50-65.10; mixed
good and choice 2-3 800-1235 lb
60.50-62.50; good 2-3 1150-1360
lb 55.00-60.50;
Slaughter heifers choice 2-4
800-990 lb 61.75-64.70;
Slaughter cows commercial
3-5 48.00-50.00; utility 1-3 46.00The Murray Fire Depart- 52.00; high dressing utility
ment answered two fire calls 52.25-56.00; cutter 1-2 44.00this weekend and both were 49.00; canner and cutter under
out on arrival.
800 lb 38.00-44.00;
The first, a house fire at 226
Slaughter bulls 1200-1660 lb
South 15th St, was answered at 62.00-63.80; 1-2 1040-1605 lb
8:30 p.m. Sunday. No damage 58.00-63.50;
was reported to a car which
Slaughter calves and
was on fire at 747 Riley Courts. vealers choice 160-285 lb
This call was answered at 8;33 vealers 87.00-100.00; high
p.m. Sunday.
choice 106.00-108.00; choice
300-375 lb calves 70.00-84.00;
feeder steers choice 300-400 lb
87.00-91.00; 400-500 lb 81.50Federal-State Market News 87.50; 500-600 lb 74.00-81.50;
600-620 lb 75.00-78.50; 810-937 lb
Service January 29, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog 68.00-69.00; mixed good and
Market Report Includes 7 choice 300-500 lb 78.00-88.00;
500-680 lb 70.00-75.00; good 300Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 789 Est. 350 500 lb 65.00-78.00; 500-700 lb
Barrows di Gilts steady to 60.00-70.00; 700-1000 lb 61.00mostly .25 higher Sows steady, 66.50; heifers choice 300-500 lb
mostly .50 to $1.50 higher 72.00-77.50; 500-600 lb 65.0072.00; 620-650 lb 62.00-64.50;
instances 2.00 higher
US 1-2200-230 lbs. $53.00-53.25 mixed good and choice 300-500
US 2 200-240 lbs. S52.7543.00 lb 65.00-72.00; good 300-800 lb
US 2-3240-250 lbs $51.75-52.75 52.50-65.00;
Hogs 900; barrows and gilts
US 24 260-280 lbs $50.75-51.75
25 higher; 1-2 200-250 lb 54.25Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $44.00-46.00 54 45; 200-265 lb 53.75-54.25; 2-3
US 1-3 300-450 lbs $43.00-45.00 230-260 lb 53.00-53.75; 260-275 lb
US 1-3 450-500 lbs $45.00-47.50 51.00-52.00; sows 50 higher; 1-2
US 1-35004S0 lbs. $47.50-49.00 400-450 lb 47.00-48.00; 450400 lb
411.110-0.00;.boars over 300 lb
„,... „
few at$411.50
us-7-13111144131)7. $42.00-433r 37,00:
Sheep 25; untested.
Boars $33.00-35.00

MFD Extinguishes
Two Weekend Fires

Hog Market

Chinese Leader... (c.i.ed

Census Preparations Begin
plying for temporary cea1.111
jobs should contact their
nearest state employment
agency office or the census
office responsible for address
listing operations in Kentucky
located at 601 West Broadway,
Louisville,Ky.40202.

Murray Civitans
Will Recognize
Local Ministers
Murray Civitan Club will
honor community ministers
during a meeting set Thursday, Feb. 1 in conjunction
with Civitan International
Annual Clergy Appreciation
Week.
The speaker for the occasion
will be Sam Parker, manager
of WSJP radio in Murray, a
spokesman said.
The spokesman said the
annual
event
honoring
preachers began in 1960 when
the Alburquerque Breakfast
Civitan Club set aside a
special meeting to honor the
preachers there. 'The impetus for such an honor
originated with the unselfish
act of four chaplains during
World War II. A Catholic, a
Jew,
two
Protestant
chaplains, after having given
up their life jackets to others,
joined hands while praying
and went down with the
sinking Dorchester naval
vessel," the spokesman said.
"Let us always be mindful
that our local preachers serve
us each and every day, with
advice, suggestions, and
consolation in an effort to help.
fellow human beings," added
Larry Dunn, president of
_Murray Civitan Club.

Washington Star and Time magazine
published an interview with the vice
premier in which he called on the
United States and Japan to join China in
an alliance "to place curbs on the
Soviet) polar bear."
Teng was interviewed in Peking on
the eve of his U.S. viSlt by Hedley
Donovan, editor in chief of Time Inc.,
which owns the Star. He told Donovan
the Soviet Union is "a hotbed of war"
and said the United States is in
"strategic retreat."
"If we really want to be able to place
curbs on the polar bear," Teng said,
"the only thing is for us to unite."
The vice premier sided with those
who oppose a new strategic arms
limitation treaty between the United
States and the Soviet Union. He told
Donovan he approves "very much" a
letter sent to Carter recently by 170
retired U.S. admirals and generals who
warned about consequences of a new
SALT agreement.
"The nuclear arsenal of the Soviet
Union and the constant development of
their strategic- weapons mean that we
can say that the Soviet Union is already
on a par with the U.S.," Teng said.
Referring to the Soviet _strategic force,
he declared: "In the near future, (it)
may surpass the United States."
Teng responded to the crowd's applause by applauding back. Then he
followed Carter down a short receiving
line that included Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance, Vice President Walter
Mondale and national security adviser
Zbiimiew Brzezinski.
The president and the vice premier
and their wives mounted a platform
and stood at attention as the U.S. Army
band played the two countries' national
anthems and cannons in the distance
fired a 19-gun salute, the tribute accorded to a head of government.
The ceremony was witnessed by
about 1,000 reporters and guests inside
the White House grounds and untold
millions on television around the world.

Irma Page °ae)

In front of Teng were arrayed honor
guards representing the Army, Navy,
Air Force and Marine Corps. To the
sides were the invited spectators,
waving small Chinese and American
flags.
Several hundred yards to the south,
outside the wrought iron fence, some
demonstrators were standing, their
banners barely readable to anyone
without field glasses. Most were in
Chinese. One, in English, said "Taiwan
for the Taiwanese."
The two leaders had two private
meetings on their schedule today, their
first personal encounter.
C-arter, his aides said, planned to be
slow and methodical in six hours of
talks scheduled with the 74-yearsold
Teng, recognizing differences that
inevitably will exist between a
capitalist society and a Marxist nation,
between a technologically advanced
society and one lagging behind in such
areas.
The president will concentrate on
issues likely to produce agreements
furthering American security and
economic interests while helping China
achieve Teng's goal of becoming a
modern, industrialized society by the
21st Century.
Tonight, Tetig
-Wibe (irter's guest
at a White House dinner, also attended
by former President Richard M. Nixon,
then will go to the Kennedy Center for a
program put on by several American
entertainers. Teng will be in the United
States eight days, leaving Washington
Thursday for Atlanta. He will also visit
Houston and Seattle.
After arriving Sunday, Teng and the
top members of his entourage dined
privately at the home of Zbigniew
Brzezinski, the president's national
security adviser. An aide said they.
dined informally on roast beef served
by Brzezinksi's children.
On a global scale administration
officials expected Teng and Carter to
eschangh views on a variety of sub-

jects, ranging from U.S.-Soviet
relations to events in Korea and
Indochina.
But the aides, who requested
anonymity, said they expect the
president to try to ensure the
discussions center on issues where
agreement is possible, starting with
educational, cultural and scientific
exchanges, then moving to trade and
transportation matters.
The sole agreement the president and
vice premier are expected to sign
during the visit is an umbrella pact
allowing a variety of exchanges between the two countries.

Rockefeller....
(Continued From Page One)
spokesman, George Taylor, disclosed
on Sunday that a 31-year-old researcher
named Megan Marshak had been with
him and had called the city's 911
emergency number to get an ambulance.
Morrow said Miss Marshak Whams
working with Rockefeller on the at

beekseriat.
Mhos Marsha was once on theatedf of
AP Radio In Washington.
There also was a discrepancy between the first and later reports on the
time of the attack.
Morrow first said Rockefeller was
stricken at 10:15 p.m. EST Friday and
police said the first call to 911 came at
11:16 p.m.
Later Taylor said Rockefeller actually collapsed at 11:15 p.m. but Miss
Marshak had given the attending
physician the wrong time, which was
relayed to Morrow by the doctor.
Jim Paturas, an emergency medical
technician who attempted to revive
Rockefeller in an ambulance enroute to
Lenox Hill Hospital, where he was
pronounced dead, said Miss Marshak
was at RockefeLler's side in the ambulance.
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CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION
II

(Including Domestic Subsidiaries)
LEGAL TITLE OF BANK

a

Bank of M r ra
CITY

COUNTY

STATE

Murray
STATE BANK NO.

Calloway
FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRI0T NO.

Kent ucky
CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE

ZIP CODE
4207_1

e:
ir

207
8
December 31, 1978
ASSETS
MU
Thou.
1. Cash and due 'ram depository institutions
4 621
1
2. U.S. Treasury securities .
14 032
2
3. Obligations of other U.S. Government agencies and corporations
1 002
3
4. Obligations of States and political subdivisions in the United States
12 202
4
5. All other securities ......... .
5
None
6. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell
/ 000
6
. . . •
7. a. Loans, Total (excluding unearned income) . . . . . ........
l
'/ x/ / 7a
b. Less: allowance for possible loan losses
360
,
&/ 7b
C. Loans, Net ............
7c
..............
65 502
8. Lease financing receivables
8
Nape
9. Bank premises, furniture and fixtures, and other assets representing bank premiaes
9
2 613
10. Real estate owned other than bank premises
10
Norie
11. All other assets
11
/ 437
12. TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru 11)
12
•
•:
.
,
LIABILITIES
15 Demarid crep
-osit-s-OrtricilVidVaiiiiriihirii:"iiintraiiitkiriiiiciris'.. 7
'
- -7-7-'"7---7-.. • •
13
Jill C/95
14. Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations)
14
66 269
15. Deposits of United States Government
15
1.2
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions in the United States
18
5 917
17. All other deposits .
17
•
•
Plcale
18. Certified and officers' checks
18
703
19. Total Deposits -(sum of items 13 thru 18)
• •
19
93 /97
N....
NI 19a
,
a. Total demand deposits
. •
.
b. Total time and savings deposits
19b
.•
.
20 Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase .....
•
Nceie
20
21 Interest-bearing demand notes (note balances) issued to the U.S. Treasury and
other liabilities for borrowed money
21
Nagle
22. Mortgage indebtedness and liability for capitalized leases
22
Nalle
23. All other liabilities
23
1 894
24. TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and debentures) (sum of items 19 thru 23) .
24
9S D91
25. Subordinated notes and debentures
25
, •
EQUITY CAPITAL
'
6. Preferred stock
a No shares outstanding
NOIWEI
(par value)
Hoene
28
27. Common Stock ......... a No shares authorized
74,000
• •
b No shares outstanding ,.74000
(par value)
27
740
28. Surplus
3 000
28
29. Undivided profits and reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves
29
3 037
30. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 26 thru 29)
.
.
30
6 797
31. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum cf items 24, 25 and 30) .
102 308
31
MEMORANDA
.% Memo
1. Amounts outstanding as of report date
'
X
a. Standby letters of credit, total
la
Nam
b. Time certificates of deposit in denominations of $100,000 or more
lb
4 1.46
c. Other time deposits in amounts of $100.000 or more
lc
••::••••\,
2 Average for 30 calendar days (or calendar month) ending with report date
item
(corresponds
to
19
a. Total deposits
above)
2a
821
NOTE - This report must be signed by an authorized officer(s) and attested by not less than three directors other than Me officer(s) signing the report.
hereby declare that this Report of Condition (including the supporting schedules) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Ala2L-rsIgned offic s) do
AREA CODE/TELEPHONE NO
SIG ATURE • • Ft' ER .) AuTHO'llZED TO SIGN REPORT
DATE SIGNED

al

51

N.

502-753-1893
NAME

D

TITL

OFFICER(S) AUTHORIM TO SIGN REPORT

Joe Dick,President
SIGNATURE OF DIRECTOR
4

(MAIM MARE FOR
NOTARY'S SEAL)

4

1-26-79

We, the undersigned directors, attest the correctness of this Report of
Condition (including the supportipg schedules) and declare that it

has

been examined by us end to the best of our knowledge end belief has been
prepared In conformance with the instructions and is true and correct.

SIGNATURE OF DIRECTOR

SIGNATURE OF DIRECTOR

.4,14 Cr
KentMCXY
ounty of
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
26th
,and I hereby certify that I am not an officer or director of this bank.
My easialeialion expires
6.t.21.789
.

Ca. Imo
.1 nuary

19...9..
Notary Public.%

a

